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I. INTRODUCTION

l. This Complaint is filed, pursuant to Section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as

amended, 19 U.S.C. § 1337, by Complainants Razor USA LLC (“Razor”), Inventist, Inc.

(“Inventist”), and Shane Chen (collectively “Complainants”) based on the unlawful importation

into the United States, sale for importation into the United States, or sale within the United States

after importation of motorized self-balancing vehicles by proposed Respondents: Alibaba Group

Holding Ltd., A1ibaba.com Limited, Alibaba Global Shipping Inc., Hangzhou Chic Intelligent

Technology Co., Ltd., Contixo and ZTO Store a.k.a. ZTO Trading, Inc., CyBoard LLC a.k.a.

Shark Empire Inc., Genius Technologies, Inc. a.k.a. Prime Capital, GyroGlyder.com,

HoverTech, InMotion Entertainment Group LLC, Soibatian Corporation d.b.a IO Hawk and

d.b.a. Smart Wheels, Jetson Electric Bikes LLC, Joy Hoverboard a.k.a. Huizhou Aoge Enterprize

Co. Ltd., Kebe a.k.a. Shenzhen Kebe Technology Co., Ltd., Leray Group, Modell’s Sporting

Goods, Inc., Newegg.com Inc., PhunkeeDuck, Inc., Powerboard a.k.a. Optimum Trading Co.,

Shareconn International Inc., Shenzhen Chenduoxing Electronic Technology Ltd., Shenzhen

Jomo Technology Co., Limited, Shenzhen R.M.T Technology Co., Ltd., Shenzhen Supersun

Technology Co. Ltd. a.k.a. Aottom, Skque Products, Spaceboard USA, Swagway LLC, Twizzle

Hoverboard, and Uwheels (collectively, “Respondents”).

2. Respondents’ motorized self-balancing vehicles infringe one or more of claims

1-9 (collectively, “the Asserted Claims”) of U.S. Patent No. 8,738,278 (“the ‘278 patent”) in

violation of Section 337(a)(l)(B). See Ex. 1.

3. In addition, certain Respondents have violated Section 337(a)(1)(A) by engaging

in unfair methods of competition through false advertising and/or false or misleading

representations of facts in connection with the sale and importation into the United States of
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motorized self-balancing vehicles that compete directly with Complainants’ motorized self

balancing vehicles.

4. As required by Sections 337(a)(1)(A) and (a)(2)-(3), an industry exists in the

United States relating to Complainants’ motorized self-balancing vehicles and the ‘278 patent,

which is practiced by Complainants’ motorized self-balancing vehicles. Complainants’

motorized self-balancing vehicles sold domestically are designed, developed, and supported in

the United States. To design and develop Complainants’ motorized self-balancing vehicles,

Complainants make significant investments in plant and equipment, employ significant labor and

capital, and make substantial investments in the exploitation of the ‘278 patent through activities

such as engineering, research and development, and licensing in the United States.

5. Respondents’ unfair acts in violation of Section 337(a)(l)(A) have substantially

injured, or have the threat or effect of causing substantial injury to, or preventing the

establishment of, Complainants’ industry in the United States for motorized self‘-balancing

vehicles.

6. Because Respondents’ conductievidences likely circumvention of any limited

exclusion orders (“LEO”) that may issue, and because there exists a pattem of violation of

Section 337, and because it is difficult to identify the source of accused motorized self-balancing

vehicles, Complainants seek, as relief, a permanent generaliexclusion order (“GEO”) barring

from entry all accused motorized self-balancing vehicles imported, sold for importation, or sold

within the United States after importation. Altematively, Complainants seek an LEO barring

from entry motorized self-balancing vehicles imported, sold for importation, or sold within the

United States after importation by Respondent in violation of Section 337.
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7. Complainants also seek, as relief, permanent cease and desist orders (“CDO”)

against Respondents prohibiting the sale, offer for sale, advertising, marketing, packaging,

distribution, maintaining inventory, or solicitation of any sale of imported accused motorized

self-balancing vehicles, whether through traditional “brick and mortar” retailers, distributors, the

intemet, or other electronic means.

II. THE ‘Z78PATENT

A. Non-technical Description

8. The ‘278 patent relates to, among other things, a two-wheel, self-balancing

vehicle having independently movable foot placement sections. In a disclosed embodiment, the

foot placement sections have an associated wheel, sensor, and motor and are independently self

balancing, which gives the user independent control over the movement of each platform section

by the magnitude and direction of tilt that a user induces in a given platform section. Various

embodiments are disclosed, one of which is depicted in Figure 1 from the ‘278 patent,

reproduced below:
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9. Claim 1 of the ‘278 patent claims recites

1. A two-wheel, self-balancing vehicle device, comprising:

a first foot placement section and a second foot placement section
that are coupled to one another and are independently movable
with respect to one another;

a first wheel associated with the first foot placement section and a
second wheel associated with the second foot placement section,
the first and second wheels being spaced apart and substantially
parallel to one another;

a first position sensor and a first drive motor configured to drive
the first wheel, a second position sensor and a second drive motor
configured to drive the second wheel; and

control logic that drives the first wheel toward self-balancing the
first foot placement section in response to position data from the
first sensor and that drives the second wheel toward self-balancing

the second foot placement section in response to position data from
the second foot placement section.

B. The ‘278 patent Prosecution History V

10. The ‘278 patent, entitled “Two-Wheel, Self-Balancing Vehicle With

lndependently Movable Foot Placement Sections,” issued to Shane Chen on May 27, 2014, as a

result of U.S. Patent Application, Serial No. 13/764,781 (“the ‘78l Application”), filed on

February 11, 2013. The ‘781 Application claims priority to U.S. Provisional Application, Serial

No. 61/597,777, filed on February 12, 2012. The ‘278 patent has nine (9) claims, one (1)

independent claim and eight (8) dependent claims. Mr. Chen is the inventor of and owns all

rights, title and interest in the ‘278 patent, subject to certain exclusive license rights granted to

Razor and Mr. Chen’s company, Inventist. The ‘278 patent has not been assigned. A certified

copy of the ‘278 patent is attached to the Complaint as Exhibit 1.
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11. Together with this Complaint, Complainants have filed a certified copy and three

(3) additional copies of the prosecution history of the ‘278 patent as Appendix A. Complainants

have filed four (4) copies of each patent and technical reference identified in the prosecution

history of the application leading to the issuance of the ‘278 patent as Appendix B.

C. Foreign Counterpart Patents and Applications

12. The foreign counterpart patents and/or applications to the ‘278 patent are given

below. Apart from those listed here, there are no other foreign patents or foreign patent

applications pending, filed, abandoned, withdrawn or rejected relating to the ‘278 patent.

Country | Application Number Status Patent Number
China I CN 201320128469 Granted CN 203158157

D. Licenses under the ‘278 patent

13. Shane Chen granted to Inventist, Inc. a license under the ‘278 patent to make,

have made, use, import, offer for sale and sell products covered by the ‘278 patent in the United

States. The license is attached to the Complaint as Confidential Exhibit 180C.

14. Shane Chen and Inventist, inc. granted to Razor certain exclusive rights and

license under the ‘278 patent to make, have made, use, import, offer for sale and sell products

covered by the ‘278 patent in the United States. Inventist also granted Razor the sole and

exclusive right and license to use the trademark Hovertraxm in connection with the Razor

Hovertrax. The license is attached to the Complaint as Confidential Exhibit 2C. Shane Chen

and Inventist retain the right to make, have made, use, import, offer for sale and sell its

Hovertrax covered by the ‘278 patent‘in the United States. Inventist also retains the right to use

the trademark Hovertrax.

_ 5
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III. COMPLAINANTS

A. Shane Chen and Inventist, Inc.

15. Shane Chen is the founder, President and co-ovvnerof Inventist, Inc. Inventist,

Inc., is a small, family-owned and operated corporation organized and existing under the laws of

Washington, having its principal place of business at 4901 NW Camas Meadows Drive, Camas,

Washington 98607, where it conceives, designs, develops and commercializes innovative

products. lnventist’s mission is to design and develop sports-related products that are genuinely

new and fun to use, while adding an element of fitness at the same time. Shane Chen founded

Inventist in 2003, and has invented and developed a series of consumer products, including the

Hovertrax, Solowheelm and Aquaskipperm products. To date, Mr. Chen has patented thirty

seven inventions, including the invention claimed in the ‘278 patent.

16. In 2013, Shane Chen filed a patent application for his invention of the motorized

two wheeled self-balancing vehicle. Mr. Chen, through Inventist, designed, developed and

brought to market the first of these innovative devices, introducing the lnventist Hovertrax into

the U.S. market in 2014. Mr. Chen’s invention was quickly copied in China and large volumes

of imports into the United States of infringing and unauthorized motorized self-balancing

vehicles, commonly referred to as “hoverboards,” followed. Some of these unfairly traded

hoverboards are dangerous —relying on inferior and flawed components —and all of them

infringe the ‘278 patent. Many of the Respondents’ infringing motorized self-balancing vehicles

are also the subject of unfair methods of competition, in violation of Section 337(a)(l)(A).

B. Razor USA LLC

17. Razor is a privately-held, limited liability company organized and existing under

the laws of Delaware with its principal place of business at 12723 l66th Street, Cen'itos,

Califomia 90703.
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l8. Razor designs and develops in the United States innovative human- and battery

powered scooters and vehicles, including the Razor Hovertrax. Razor focuses on providing the

very best riding experience, combining cutting-edge technology, high-quality materials and

innovation to deliver products designed to suit riders’ evolving lifestyles. Razor Wasfounded in

2000 by Carlton Calvin, and quickly became an icon of American culture with the introduction

of the now legendary (and patented) “A model kick scooter” —selling 5 million scooters in six

months. Razor has been, and continues to be, a worldwide leader and innovator in new

categories of action sports.

19. In November 2015, Razor entered into a patent and trademark license agreement

with Shane Chen and Inventist, by which Shane Chen and Inventist granted Razor certain

exclusive rights to the ‘278 patent, which covers the two-wheel, self-balancing vehicles that are

the subject of this Complaint. See Ex. 2C1.

IV. PROPOSED RESPONDENTS

20. On information and belief, the Respondents include manufacturers, importers,

trading companies, distributors and retail companies, and their agents, that import, sell for

importation and/or sell within the United States after importation motorized self-balancing

vehicles that infringe one or more claims of the ‘278 patent and/or are the subject of unfair

methods of competition.

A. Alibaba Group Holding Ltd., Alibaba.com Ltd., and Alibaba Global
Shipping Inc. a.k.a. Alibaba Logistics, Inc.

21. On information and belief, Respondent Alibaba Group Holding Ltd. is a Cayman

Islands holding company with its principal operating businesses located at 26/F Tower One,

& as

' As part of this agreement, Inventist granted Razor the right to use the ‘Hovertrax
trademark.
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Times Square, 1 Matheson Street, Causeway Bay, Hong Kong. See Ex. 3 at 0, 52. Respondent

Alibaba Group Holding Ltd. maintains its U.S. operations and offices at 400 South El Camino

Rea], Suite 400, San Mateo, CA 94402. Ex. 4 at l.

22. Respondent Alibaba Group Holding Ltd. was established in 1999. Ex. 3 at S2.

According to its March 31, 2015, Form 20-F filed with the U.S. Securities and Exchange

Commission, Alibaba Group Holding Ltd. is the “largest online and mobile commerce company

in the world in terms of gross merchandise volume in 2014.” Id. at 53. Alibaba Group Holding

Ltd. further reports that, “In addition to our three China retail marketplaces, we operate

Alibaba.com, China’s largest global online wholesale marketplace in 2014 by revenue . . .” Id. at

54.

23. On information and belief, the headquarters of Respondent Alibaba.com Ltd.’s

principal operating businesses is located at 699 Wang Shang Road, Binjiang District, Hangzhou

310052 China, however, Alibaba.com Limited additionally maintains offices in Hong Kong, at

26/F Tower One, Times Square, 1 Matheson Street, Causeway Bay, Hong Kong, and in Taiwan,

at 11/F, No. 188, Sec. 5, Nanjing E. Road, Songshan District, Taipei City 10571, Taiwan. See

Ex. 4. On information and belief, Alibaba.com Ltd. is a wholly-owned subsidiary corporation of

Alibaba Group Holding Ltd., and is also incorporated in the Cayman Islands. See Ex. 3 at 52,

86.

24. On information and belief, Respondent Alibaba Global Shipping Inc. is a

California corporation with the headquarters of its principal operating businesses located at 1260

57th Avenue, Oakland, CA 94621. See Ex. 5. On information and belief, Alibaba Global

Shipping Inc. is also known as Alibaba Logistics, Inc.—aservice provided by A1ibaba.com Ltd.

and does business using the same registered agent and officer that A1ibaba.com Ltd. uses for its

8
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Alibaba Logistics, Inc. service. See Exs. 3 at 56; 6; 7. On information and belief, Alibaba

Global Shipping Inc. a.k.a. Alibaba Logistics, Inc. is Alibaba.com Ltd.’s “logistics service

platform,” which provides “Warehouse to Door service” and “currently delivers from China to

eleven countries,” including to the United States. Exs. 7; 8.

25. On infonnation and belief, Respondents Alibaba Group Holding Ltd.,

Alibaba.com Limited, and Alibaba Global Shipping Inc. a.k.a. Alibaba Logistics, Inc. are related

entities; these entities are therefore collectively referred to herein as “Alibaba.” On information

and belief, certain motorized self-balancing vehicles that infringe the ‘Z78 patent and/or are the

subject of unfair methods of competition are imported into the United States, sold for

importation and/or sold within the United States after importation by Alibaba through the

intemet, for example, at http://www.alibaba.com. See Ex. 9.

26. On information and belief, Alibaba is directly and actively involved in the sale

and importation of the accused motorized self-balancing vehicles, acting as both principal and

agent, on behalf of at least Respondents Hangzhou Chic Intelligent, Shenzhen Chenduoxing

Electronic Technology Ltd., Shenzhen Jomo Technology Co., Ltd., Shenzhen R.M.T.Technology

Co., Ltd., and Shenzhen Supersun Technology Co., Ltd. a.k.a. Aottom. Alibaba’s involvement

in the importation and sale of the Accused Products, and its unfair acts, are detailed in Section

VIII.A., infra.

27. On information and belief, Alibaba acts as the agent of the owner, importer and/or

consignee of the Accused Products within the meaning of 19 U.S.C. § l337(a)(4).

B. Hangzhou Chic Intelligent

28. On information and belief, Respondent Hangzhou Chic Intelligent (“Chic

Intelligent”) is a Chinese corporation with its principal place of business located at 2/F, No.2

Building, Liangzhu University Science and Technology Park, No.1 Jingyi Road, Liangzhu,
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Hangzhou, 311112, P.R.China. See Ex. 10 at 3; Ex. 11. On information and belief, certain

motorized self-balancing vehicles that infringe the ‘278 patent are imported into the United

States, sold for importation and/or sold within the United States after importation by Chic

Intelligent, and by its agent Alibaba, through the intemet, for example, at www.alibaba.com. See

Ex. 12.

C. Contixo and ZTO Store a.k.a. ZTO Trading, Inc.

29. On information and belief, Contixo is a California company with its principal place

of business located at 1910 S. Archibald Ave. STE A, Ontario, CA 91761. See Ex. 13. On

information and belief, ZTO Store, also known as ZTO Trading, Inc., (“ZTO”) is located at 333

W. Gan/ey Ave. Ste. B-128, Monterey Park, CA 91754. See Ex. 14 at 2. On information and

belief, Contixo and ZTO are related entities or alter egos; these entities are therefore collectively

referred to herein as “Contixo.” See Ex. 15.

30. On infonnation and belief, certain motorized self-balancing vehicles that infringe

the ‘278 patent and/or are the subject of unfair methods of competition are imported into the United

States, sold for importation and/or sold within the United States afier importation by Contixo at

retail stores and through the intemet, for example, at www.ztostore.com.com. See Ex. 16.

D. CyBoard LLC a.k.a. Shark Empire Inc. LLC

31. On information and belief, Respondent CyBoard is also known as Shark Empire

Inc. LLC; both entities are therefore referred to herein as “CyBoard.” See Ex. 17, Gault Decl.

111139-40, Gault Ex. P-2. On information and belief, Respondent CyBoard is a California

company with its principal place of business located at 675 W. Broadway, Glendale, CA 91204.

See Ex. 18. On information and belief, certain motorized self-balancing vehicles that infringe

the ‘278 patent are imported into the United States, sold for importation and/or sold within the
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United States alter importation by CyBoard through the intemet, for example, at

wvvw.getcyboard.com. See Ex. l9.

E. Genius Technologies a.k.a. Prime Capital

32. On information and belief, Respondent Genius Technologies is also known as

Prime Capital; both entities are therefore referred to herein as “Genius Technologies.” See

Ex. 17, Gault Decl. 111]4-6, Gault Ex. B-2. On information and belief, Respondent Genius

Technologies is a U.S. company with its principal place of business located at 755 East 31st

Street, Hastings, MN 55033. See Ex. 20. On information and belief, certain motorized self

balancing vehicles that infringe the ‘278 patent are imported into the United States, sold for

importation and/or sold within the United States after importation by Genius Technologies

through the intemet, for example, at www.amazon.com. See Ex. 21.

F. GyroGlyder.com

33. On information and belief, Respondent GyroGlyder.com (“GyroGlyder”) is a

California company with its place of business located at l988 E. Alpine Ave., Stockton, CA

95205. See Ex. 22. On information and belief, certain motorized self-balancing vehicles that

infringe the ‘278 patent are imported into the United States, sold for importation and/or sold

within the United States after importation by GyroGlyder at retail stores and through the intemet,

for example, at http://gyroglyder.com/. See Ex. 23.

G. HoverTech

34. On information and belief, Respondent HoverTech is a United States company

with its place of business located at 1600 Worldwide Blvd., Hebron, KY 41048. See Ex. 24. On

information and belief, certain motorized self-balancing vehicles that infringe the ‘278 patent

and/or are the subject of unfair methods of competition are imported into the United States, sold
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for importation and/or sold within the United States after importation by HoverTech at retail

stores and through the intemet, for example, at www.amazon.com. See Ex. 25.

H. InMotion Entertainment Group LLC

35. On information and belief, Respondent InMotion Entertainment Group LLC

(“InMotion”) is a Florida corporation with its principal place of business located at 4801

Executive Park Court, Suite 100, Jacksonville, FL 32216. See Ex. 26 at 1. On information /and

belief, certain motorized self-balancing vehicles that infringe the ‘278 patent are imported into

the United States, sold for importation and/or sold within the United States after importation by

InMotion at retail stores and through the intemet, for example, at www.amazon.com. See Ex. 27

I. Soibatian Corporation d.b.a. Smart Wheels and d.b.a. IO Hawk

36. On information and belief, Respondent Soibatian Corporation does business as

“Smart Wheels” and under the product name “IO Hawk,” and is therefore referred to herein as

Respondent “IO Hawk.” See Exs. 28; 29. On information and belief, Respondent IO Hawk is a

California corporation with its principal place of business located at 1125 E. Broadway #317,

Glendale, CA 91205. See Ex. 30 at 5.

37. On information and belief, certain motorized self-balancing vehicles that infringe

the ‘278 patent are imported into the United States, sold for importation and/or sold within the

United States after importation by Respondent IO Hawk at retail stores and through the intemet,

for example, at www.iohawk.com. See Ex. 31. 

J. Jetson Electric Bikes LLC

38. On information and belief, Respondent Jetson Electric Bikes LLC (“Jetson”) is a

limited liability company with its principal place of business located at 175 Varick Street, New

York, NY 10014. See Ex. 32 at 2. On information and belief, certain motorized self-balancing

vehicles that infringe the ‘278 patent are imported into the United States, sold for importation
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and/or sold within the United States after importation by Jetson through at least the internet, for

example, at www.amazon.com. See Ex. 33.

K. Joy Hoverboard, a.k.a. Huizhou Aoge Enterprize Co. Ltd.

39. On information and belief, Respondent Joy Hoverboard is also known as Huizhou

Aoge Enterprize Co. Ltd.; both entities are therefore referred to herein as “Joy Hoverboard.” See

Exs. 34; 35 (showing tiacking number provided by Joy Hoverboard). Respondent Joy

Hoverboard is a Chinese corporation with its principal place of business located at Huizhou City,

with its Pliasant Factory Shuikou Subdistrict Office, Huizhou, 516005, China. See Ex. 35. Joy

Hoverboard claims to have “sold more smart balancing scooters worldwide then [sic.] any other

intemet retailer” and further claims sales of “10,000+ units” to “l000’s of happy customers.”

Ex. 36. On information and belief, certain motorized self-balancing vehicles that infringe the

‘278 patent and/or are the subject of unfair methods of competition are imported into the United

States, sold for importation and/or sold within the United States after importation by Joy

Hoverboard through the intemet, for example, at www.joyhoverboard.com. See Ex. 37.

L. Shenzhen Kebe Technology Co., Ltd.

40. On information and belief, Respondent Shenzhen Kebe Technology Co., Ltd.

(“Kebe”) is a Chinese corporation with its principal place of business located at 4th Floor,

Building C, Honglianying T&S Zone, Sili Road 286, Longhua District Shenzhen, China. See

Ex. 38 at 1. On information and belief, certain motorized self-balancing vehicles that infringe

the ‘278 patent are imported into the United States, sold for importation and/or sold within the

United States afier importation by Kebe through the intemet, for example, at www.amazon.com.

See Ex. 39.
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M. Leray Group

41. On information and belief, Respondent Leray Group (“Leray”) is a Chinese

corporation with its principal place of business located at 43/F,HiChina Mansion, No.27

Gulouwai Avenue, Dongcheng District Beijing 100120, China. See Ex. 40 at 2. On information

and belief, certain motorized self-balancing vehicles that infringe the ‘278 patent and/or are the

subject of unfair methods of competition are imported into the United States, sold for

importation and/or sold within the United States afier importation by Leray through the intemet,

for example, at wvvw.amazon.com. See Ex. 41.

N. Modell’s Sporting Goods, Inc.

42. On information and belief, Respondent Modell’s Sporting Goods, Inc.

(“Modell’s”) is a New York corporation with its principal place of business located at 498 7th

Ave., 20th Floor, New York, NY 10018. See Ex. 42 at 1. On information and belief, certain

motorized self-balancing vehicles that infringe the ‘278 patent and/or are the subject of unfair

methods of competition are imported into the United States, sold for importation and/or sold

within the United States after importation by Modell’s at retail stores and through the internet,

for example, at www.modells.com. See Ex. 43.

O. Newegg.com Inc.

43. On infonnation and belief, Respondent Newegg.com Inc. (“Newegg”) is a

Delaware corporation with the headquarters of its principal place of business located at 16839

East Gale Avenue, City of Industry, CA 91745. See Exs. 44; 45. On information and belief,

certain motorized self-balancing vehicles that infringe the ‘278 patent are imported into the

United States, sold for importation and/or sold within the United States afier importation by

Newegg through the internet, for example, at www.newegg.com. See Ex. 46.
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P. PhunkeeDuck, Inc.

44. On information and belief, Respondent PhunkeeDuck, Inc. (“PhunkeeDuck”) is a

Delaware corporation with its principal place of business located at 250 Jericho Tumpike, Floral

Park, New York, 11001. See Ex. 47 at 3. On information and belief, certain motorized self

balancing vehicles that infringe the ‘278 patent and/or are the subject of unfair methods of

competition are imported into the United States, sold for importation and/or sold within the

United States after importation by PhunkeeDuck through the intemet, for example, at

www.phunkeeduck.com. See Ex. 48.

Q. Powerboard a.k.a. Optimum Trading Co.

45. On information and belief, Respondent Powerboard is also known as Optimum

Trading Co.; both entities are therefore referred to herein as “Powerboard.” See Ex. l7, Gault

Decl. 1[1l23-26, Gault Exs. J-1, J-3. Respondent Powerboard is a U.S. company with its place of

business located at 1600 Worldwide Blvd., Hebron, KY 41048. See Ex. 49. On information and

belief, certain motorized self-balancing vehicles that infringe the ‘278 patent are imported into

the United States, sold for importation and/or sold within the United States after importation by

Powerboard through the intemet, for example, at www.amazon.com. See Ex. 50.

R. Shareconn International, Inc.

46. On information and belief, Respondent Shareconn International, Inc.

(“Shareconn”) is a Chinese corporation with its principal place of business located at 9A Unit Q

32 Dong Kang Qiao Zi Jun, Buji Town, Shenzhen, Guangdong, China (Mainland). See Ex. 51.

On information and belief, certain motorized self-balancing vehicles that infringe the ‘278 patent

and/or are the subject of unfair methods of competition are imported into the United States, sold

for importation and/or sold within the United States afier importation by Shareconn at retail

stores and through the intemet, for example, at www.amazon.com. See Ex. 52.
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S. Shenzhen Chenduoxing Electronic Technology Ltd.

47. On information and belief, Respondent Shenzhen Chenduoxing Electronic

Technology Ltd. (“Chenduoxing”) is a Chinese corporation with its principal place of business

located at 4/F, Block C11, Fuyuan Industrial City, Jiuwei, Xixiang, Bao’an Area, Shenzhen,

Guangdong, China (Mainland). See Ex. 53 at 1. On information and belief, certain motorized

self-balancing vehicles that infringe the ‘278 patent are imported into the United States, sold for

importation and/or sold within the United States after importation by Chenduoxing, and by its

agent Alibaba, through the intemet, for example, at wwW.a1ibaba.com. See Ex. 54.

T. Shenzhen Jomo Technology Co., Ltd.

48. On information and belief, Respondent Jomo is a Chinese corporation with its

principal place of business located at Floor 4"‘and 7th, Caiyue Building., Meilong Road, Bao’an

District, Shenzhen City, 5181 12 China. See Ex. 55 at 1. On information and belief, certain

motorized self-balancing vehicles that infringe the ‘278 patent and/or are the subject of unfair

methods of competition are imported into the United States, sold for importation and/or sold

within the United States after importation by Jomo, and by its agent Alibaba, through the

intemet, for example, at www.alibaba.c0m. See Ex. 56.

U. Shenzhen R.M.T. Technology Co., Ltd.

49. On information and belief, Respondent Shenzhen R.M.T. Technology Co., Ltd.

(“RMT”) is a Chinese corporation with its principal place of business located at Rm. 711,

Shangcheng Business Mansion, No. 73-1, Changjiangpu Road, He’ao, Henggang Street,

Longgang Dist., Shenzhen, Guangdong, China (Mainland). See Ex. 57 at 1. On information and

belief, certain motorized self-balancing vehicles that infringe the ‘278 patent and/or are the

subject of unfair methods of competition are imported into the United States, sold for
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importation and/or sold within the United States after importation by RMT, and by its agent

Alibaba, through the intemet, for example, at www.alibaba.com. See Ex. 58.

V. Shenzhen Supersun Technology Co. Ltd., a.k.a. Aottom

50. On information and belief, Respondent Shenzhen Supersun Technology Co. Ltd.,

is also known as Aottom; both entities are therefore referred to herein as “Supersun.” See

Ex. 59, Chen Decl. 116; Ex. 60. On information and belief, Respondent Supersun is a Chinese

corporation with its principal place of business located at Rm. 2308A, 2308B, Intemational

Cultural Building, Futian Road, Futian District, Shenzhen, Guangdong, China (Mainland). See

Ex. 61 at 1. On information and belief, certain motorized self-balancing vehicles thereof that

infringe the ‘278 patent and/or are the subject of unfair methods of competition are imported into

the United States, sold for importation and/or sold within the United States after importation by

Supersun, and by its agent Alibaba, through the intemet, for example, at www.alibaba.com. See

Ex. 62.

W. Skque Products

51. On information and belief, Respondent Skque is a Califomia company with its

principal place of business located at 12711 Ramona Blvd. Suite 105, lrwindale, CA 91706. See

Ex. 63 at 1. On information and belief, certain motorized self-balancing vehicles that infringe

the ‘278 patent and/or are the subject of unfair methods of competition are imported into the

United States, sold for importation and/or sold within the United States after importation by

Skque through the intemet, for example, at www.amazon.com. See Ex. 64.

X. Spaceboard USA

52. On information and belief, Respondent Spaceboard USA (“Spaceboard”) is a

Georgia company with its principal place of business located at 604 Oakrnont Lane, Norcross,

Georgia, 30093. See Ex. 65 at 3. On information and belief, certain motorized self-balancing
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vehicles that infringe the ‘278 patent and/or are the subject of unfair methods of competition are

imported into the United States, sold for importation and/or sold within the United States after

importation by Spaceboard through the intemet, for example, at vvww.amazon.com. See Ex. 66.

Y. Swagway LLC

53. On information and belief, Respondent Swagway LLC (“Swagway”) is an Indiana

corporation with its principal place of business located at 3431 William Richardson Dr., Suite F,

South Bend, IN 46628. See Ex. 67 at 2. On information and belief, certain motorized self

balancing vehicles that infringe the ‘278 patent and/or are the subject of unfair methods of

competition are imported into the United States, sold for importation and/or sold within the

United States afier importation by Swagway at retail stores and through the intemet, for example,

at www.modells.com. See Ex. 43.

Z. Twizzle Hoverboard

54. On information and belief, Respondent Twizzle Hoverboard (“Twizzle”) is a

Califomia company with its principal place of business located at 18193 Valley Blvd., La

Puente, CA 91744. See Ex. 68. Twizzle claims to be “the most dedicated brand of ‘self

balancing scooters’ in the market right now.” Ex. 69. On information and belief, certain

motorized self-balancing vehicles that infringe the ‘278 patent and/or are the subject of unfair

methods of competition are imported into the United States, sold for importation and/or sold

within the United States after importation by Twizzle through the intemet, for example, at

wvvvv.twizzlehoverboard.com. See Ex. 70.

AA. Uwheels

55. On information and belief, Respondent Uwheels is a Califomia company with its

principal place of business located at 3007 N Main St., Santa Ana, CA 92705. See Ex. 71. On

information and belief, certain motorized self-balancing vehicles that infringe the ‘278 patent are
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imported into the United States, sold for importation and/or sold within the United States after

importation by Uwheels through the intemet, for example, at www.uwheels.com. See Ex. 72.

V. PRODUCTS AT ISSUE

A. Market for Motorized Self-Balancing Vehicles

56. Since Mr. Chen invented the Hovertrax, and the technology protected by the ‘278

patent to which Razor now has certain exclusive rights as licensee, accused motorized self

balancing vehicles have quickly become very popular, with many manufacturers supplying

unauthorized copies in the United States. Mr. Chen introduced the Hovertrax at the February

2012 Annual American Intemational Toy Fair in New York City and again the following year at

the February 2013 Annual American Intemational Toy Fair. After receiving significant interest

in the Hovertrax at the New York Toy Fair, Mr. Chen and Inventist launched a Kickstarter

campaign in April 2013 to raise funding to support the further development and

commercialization of the Hovertrax. The disclosure of Mr. Chen's invention was followed by

the rapid proliferation of knock-off motorized self-balancing vehicles, most of which are made in

China. Very large volumes of unlicensed motorized self-balancing vehicles, sometimes referred

to as “Hoverboards,” “Self-Balance Scooters,” “Balance Gliders,” or even “Hovertrax,” began to

enter the U.S. market in significant volumes beginning in 2014 and 2015. See e.g., Ex. 73.

These unlicensed self-balancing boards, including those made, imported and sold in the United

States by the Respondents, infringe the ‘278 patent (the “Accused Products”).

57. A substantial portion of the Accused Products imported and sold by the

Respondents are built using inferior materials, particularly counterfeit and dangerous batteries,

poor workmanship, are mispresented as complying with U.S. safety standards, and are of much

lower quality than lnventist and Razor Hovertrax. News outlets have posted videos showing

people falling from these inferior products, Which, on information and belief, are not capable of
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adequately detecting and correcting for user motions during operation. See e.g., Ex. 74. On

information and belief, some of these Accused Products have caught fire due to faulty batteries

and electronics. On information and belief, the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission

(“CPSC”) is currently investigating the safety of many accused motorized self-balancing vehicles,

including products made, sold and imported into the United States byisome of the Respondents.

Ex. 75. '

7B. Complainants Products '

1. Shane Chen and Inventist’s Hovertrax

58. Mr. Chen, through his company Inventist, Inc., has offered and currently offers

for sale a product that practices the ‘278 patent called the Hovertrax. Ex. 76. Representative

pictures of Inventist’s Hovertrax are shown below:

ii’
in-F

F , _ , ,
l The tough, yet super light, l
Y Hovenrax has two halves

that tilt independently
of each other.

Each wheel has its own
motor. each equipped with a

gyro sensor and accelerometer. ‘
t.__ _ — éi —»— __ _ _. .._J
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59. Shane Chen, through his company, lnventist, Inc., continues to design and

develop new and improved versions of its Inventist Hovertrax and plans to release two new

versions in 2016.

2. Raz0r’s Hovertrax

60. Razor currently sells its Hovertrax through its website and through various retail

outlets. See e.g., Ex. 77. Razor marks the product packaging and instruction manual with the

number of the ‘278 patent for its Hovertrax and Hovertrax DLX, and has consistently done so on

all commercially available units since the Razor® Hovertrax was introduced into the U.S. market

in December 2015. <

61. Representative pictures of Razor’s Hovertrax (blue model) and Hovertrax DLX

(silver model) that practice the ‘278 patent are shown below:

2 1
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62. Razor in the United States is also in the advanced stage of designing, developing

and producing new versions of the Razor Hovertrax, which it expects to launch in the spring and

winter of 2016.

C. Respondents’ Products

63. Respondents’ products at issue in this Complaint are motorized self-balancing

vehicles. Respondents’ motorized self-balancing vehicles infringe the ‘278 patent by copying

the unique and innovative features of the Complainants’ motorized self-balancing vehicles that

provide a safe and enjoyable ride for its users. In addition, many of the Respondents’ motorized

self-balancing vehicles are the subject of other unfair acts, including false advertising, in

violation of the Lanham Act and the Uniform Deceptive Trade Practices Act. Although the

Respondents’ motorized self-balancing vehicles, hereinafter identified as the “Accused

Products,” share the same general physical appearance as Complainants’ Hovertrax, the Accused

Products and their components are typically made using lower quality materials, components,

and workmanship.

64. Representative samples and pictures of Respondents’ unlawful motorized self

balancing vehicles are provided in Section Vl.A below.

VI. UNLAWFUL AND UNFAIR ACTS OF THE RESPONDENTS

65. On information and belief, Respondents import into the United States, sell for

importation and/or sell within the United States after importation motorized self-balancing

vehicles in violation of Section 337. The following table summarizing the nature of the Section

337 violation or violations by individual Respondents:

Infringement False Advertising
°f ‘Z73Patel" UL Labeling Battery Labeling

Alibaba | X V I x

Respondent
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Infringement False Advertising
of ‘Z78patent UL Labeling Battery Labeling

Respondent

Chic Intelligent X

Contixo X X

CyBoard X

Genius Technologies X

GyroGlyder X

HoverTech X X ‘ X

InMotion X

IO Hawk X

Jetson X

Joy Hoverboard X X

Kebe X

Leray X X

Modell’ s X X X

Newegg X

PhunkeeDuck X X

Powerboard X

Shareconn X X

Chenduoxing X

Jomo X X

RMT X X

Supersun X X X

Skque X X X

Spaceboard X X

Swagway X _ X

Twizzle X X

Uwheels X

A. Infringement of the ‘278patent

66. On information and belief, Respondents import into the United States, sell for

importation and/or sell within the United States afier importation motorized self-balancing

66540
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vehicles that infringe one or more claims of the ‘278 patent either literally or under the doctrine

of equivalents.

1. Alibaba

67. Examination of the representative Accused Products sold or offered for sale by

Respondent Alibaba, on information and belief, directly or as an agent for its seller-customers,

including, Respondents Chic Intelligent, Chenduoxing, Jomo, RMT and Supersun, demonstrates

that the motorized self-balancing vehicles infringe claims 1-9 of the ‘278 patent. Charts that

apply independent claim 1 of the ‘278 patent to infringing motorized self-balancing vehicles

offered for sale, sold, and/or imported by Respondent Alibaba, directly or as an agent for its

seller-customers, including photographs of the physical Accused Products themselves, are

attached as Exhibits 78-82.

2. Chic Intelligent

68. Examination of Respondent Chic Intelligent’s representative Accused Product

demonstrates that the motorized self-balancing vehicle infringes claims 1-9 of the ‘278 patent. A

chart that applies independent claim 1 of the ‘278 patent to Respondent Chic lntelligent’s

infringing motorized self-balancing vehicle, including photographs of the physical Accused

Product itself, is attached as Exhibit 78

3. Contixo

’ 69. Examination of Respondent Contixo’s representative Accused Product V

demonstrates that the motorized self-balancing vehicle infringes claims 1-9 of the ‘278 patent. A

chart that applies independent claim l of the ‘278 patent to Respondent Contixo’s infringing

motorized self-balancing vehicle, including photographs of the physical Accused Product itself,

is attached as Exhibit 83.
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4. CyB0ard

70. Examination of Respondent CyBoard’s representative Accused Product

demonstrates that the motorized self-balancing vehicle infringes claims l-9 of the ‘278 patent. A

chart that applies independent claim 1 of the ‘278 patent to Respondent CyBoard’s infringing

motorized self-balancing vehicle, including photographs of the physical Accused Product itself,

is attached as Exhibit 84

5. Genius Technologies

71. Examination of Respondent Genius Technologies’ representative Accused

Product demonstrates that the motorized self-balancing vehicle infringes claims 1-9 of the ‘278 i

patent. A chart that applies independent claim 1 of the ‘278 patent to Respondent Genius

Technologies’ infringing motorized self-balancing vehicle, including photographs of the physical

Accused Product itself, is attached as Exhibit 85.

6. GyroGlyder

72. Examination of Respondent GyroGlyder’s representative Accused Product

demonstrates that the motorized self-balancing vehicle infringes claims l-9 of the ‘278 patent. A

chart that applies independent claim 1 of the ‘278 patent to Respondent GyroGlyder’s infringing

motorized self-balancing vehicle, including photographs of the physical Accused Product itself, is

attached as Exhibit 86.

7. H0verTech

73. Examination of Respondent HoverTech’s representative Accused Product

demonstrates that the motorized self-balancing vehicle infringes claims 1-9 of the ‘278 patent. A

chart that applies independent claim 1 of the ‘278 patent to Respondent I-IloverTech’sinfringing

motorized self-balancing vehicle, including photographs of the physical Accused Product itself,

is attached as Exhibit 87.
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8. InMotion

74. Examination of Respondent InMotion’s representative Accused Product

demonstrates that the motorized self-balancing vehicle infringes claims 1-9 of the ‘278 patent. A

chart that applies independent claim 1 of the ‘278 patent to Respondent InMotion’s infringing

motorized self-balancing vehicle, including photographs of the physical Accused Product itself,

is attached as Exhibit 88.

9. IO Hawk

75. Examination of Respondent IO Hawk’s representative Accused Product

demonstrates that the motorized self-balancing vehicle infringes claims l-9 of the ‘278 patent. A

chart that applies independent claim 1 of the ‘278 patent to Respondent IO Hawk’s infringing

motorized self-balancing vehicle, including photographs of the physical Accused Product itself,

is attached as Exhibit 89.

10. Jetson

76. Examination of Respondent Jetson’s representative Accused Product _

demonstrates that the motorized self-balancing vehicle infringes claims l-9 of the ‘278 patent. A

chart that applies independent claim 1 of the ‘278 patent to Respondent Jetson’s infringing

motorized self-balancing vehicle, including photographs of the physical Accused Product itself,

is attached as Exhibit 90.

11. Joy Hoverboard

77. Examination of Respondent Joy Hoverboard’s representative Accused Product

demonstrates that the motorized self-balancing vehicle infringes claims 1-9 of the ‘278 patent. A

chart that applies independent claim 1 of the ‘278 patent to Respondent Joy Hoverboard’s

infringing motorized self-balancing vehicle, including photographs of the physical Accused

Product itself, is attached as Exhibit 91.
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12. Kebe

78. Examination of Respondent Kebe’s representative Accused Product demonstrates

that the motorized self-balancing vehicle infringes claims l-9 of the ‘278 patent. A chart that

applies independent claim 1 of the ‘278 patent to Respondent Kebe’s infringing motorized self

balancing vehicle, including photographs of the physical Accused Product itself, is attached as

Exhibit 92.

13. Leray

79. Examination of Respondent Leray’s representative Accused Product demonstrates

that the motorized self-balancing vehicle infringes claims 1-9 of the ‘278 patent. A chart that

applies independent claim l of the ‘278 patent to Respondent Leray’s infringing motorized self

balancing vehicle, including photographs of the physical Accused Product itself, is attached as

Exhibit 93.

14. M0dell’s

80. Examination of the representative Accused Product sold by Respondent Mode]l’s

demonstrates that the motorized self-balancing vehicle infringes claims l-9 of the ‘278 patent. A

chart that applies independent claim l of the ‘278 patent to Respondent M0dell’s’ infringing

motorized self-balancing vehicle, including photographs of the physical Accused Product itself,

is attached as Exhibit 94.

15. Newegg

81. Examination of the representative Accused Product sold by Respondent Newegg

demonstrates that the motorized self-balancing vehicle infringes claims l-9 of the ‘278 patent. A

chart that applies independent claim 1 of the ‘278 patent to Respondent Newegg’s infringing

motorized self-balancing vehicle, including photographs of the physical Accused Product itself,

is attached as Exhibit 95.
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Y 16. PhunkeeDuck

82. Examination of Respondent PhunkeeDuck’s representative Accused Product

demonstrates that the motorized self-balancing vehicle infringes claims l-9 of the ‘278 patent. A

chart that applies independent claim 1 of the ‘278 patent to Respondent PhunkeeDuck’s

infringing motorized self-balancing vehicle, including photographs of the physical Accused

Product itself, is attached as Exhibit 96.

17. Powerboard

83. Examination of Respondent Powerboard’s representative Accused Product

demonstrates that the motorized self-balancing vehicle infringes claims l-9 of the ‘278 patent. A

chart that applies independent claim l of the ‘278 patent to Respondent Powerboard’s infringing

motorized self-balancing vehicle, including photographs of the physical Accused Product itself,

is attached as Exhibit 97.

18. Shareconn

84. Examination of Respondent Shareconn’s representative Accused Product

demonstrates that the motorized self-balancing vehicle infringes claims 1-9 of the ‘278 patent. A

chart that applies independent claim 1 of the ‘278 patent to Respondent Shareconn’s infringing

motorized self-balancing vehicle, including photographs of the physical Accused Product itself,

is attached as Exhibit 98.

19. Chenduoxing

85. On information and belief, review of advertising for the representative Accused

Product offered for sale, sold, and/or imported by Respondent Chenduoxing via Alibaba.com

demonstrates that the motorized self-balancing vehicle infringes claims l-9 of the ‘278 patent. A

chart that applies independent claim l of the ‘278 patent to Respondent Chenduoxing’s detailed

product offering page for the infringing motorized self-balancing vehicle, and provides
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photographs of the physical Accused Product itself, is attached as Exhibit 79. Complainants

have purchased samples of the Accused Products, but these have not yet been delivered. See

Ex. l7, Gault Decl. 111]51-52.

20. Jomo

86. Examination of Respondent Jomo’s representative Accused Product demonstrates

that the motorized self-balancing vehicle infringes claims 1-9 of the ‘278 patent. A chart that

applies independent claim l of the ‘278 patent to Respondent Jomo’s infringing motorized self

balancing vehicle, including photographs of the physical Accused Product itself, is attached as

Exhibit 80.

21. RMT

87. Examination of Respondent RMT’s representative Accused Product demonstrates

that the motorized self-balancing vehicle infringes claims l-9 of the ‘278 patent. A chart that

applies independent claim 1 of the ‘278 patent to Respondent RMT’s infringing motorized self

balancing vehicle, including photographs of the physical Accused Product itself, is attached as

Exhibit 81.

22. Supersun

88. On information and belief, review of advertising for the representative Accused

Product offered for sale, sold, and/or imported by Respondent Supersun via Alibaba.com

demonstrates that the motorized self-balancing vehicle infringes claims 1-9 of the ‘278 patent. A

chart that applies independent claim 1 of the ‘278 patent to Respondent Supersun’s detailed

product offering page for the infringing motorized self-balancing vehicle, and provides

photographs of the physical Accused Product itself, is attached as Exhibit 82. Complainants

have purchased samples of the Accused Products, which are currently in transit but have not yet

been delivered. See Ex. 17, Gault Decl. 1H[53-54.
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23. Skque

89. Examination of Respondent Skque’s representative Accused Product

demonstrates that the motorized self-balancing vehicle infringes claims l-9 of the ‘278 patent. A

chart that applies independent claim 1 of the ‘278 patent to Respondent Skque’s infringing

motorized self-balancing vehicle, including photographs of the physical Accused Product itself,

is attached as Exhibit 99.

24. Spaceboard '

90. Examination of Respondent Spaceboard’s representative Accused Product

demonstrates that the motorized self-balancing vehicle infringes claims 1-9 of the ‘278 patent. A

chart that applies independent claim 1 of the ‘278 patent to Respondent Spaceboard’s infringing

motorized self-balancing vehicle, including photographs of the physical Accused Product itself,

is attached as Exhibit lO0.

25. Swagway

91. Examination of Respondent Swagway’s representative Accused Product

demonstrates that the motorized self-balancing vehicle infringes claims 1-9 oflthe ‘278 patent. A

chart that applies independent claim l of the ‘278 patent to Respondent Swagway’s infringing

motorized self-balancing vehicle, including photographs of the physical Accused Product itself,

is attached as Exhibit 94.

26. Twizzle

92. Examination of Respondent Twizzle’s representative Accused Product

demonstrates that the motorized self-balancing vehicle infringes claims l-9 of the ‘278 patent. A

chart that applies independent claim 1 of the ‘278 patent to Respondent Twizzle’s infringing

motorized self-balancing vehicle, including photographs of the physical Accused Product itself,

is attached as Exhibit 101.
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27. Uwheels

93. Examination of Respondent Uwheels’s representative Accused Product

demonstrates that the motorized self-balancing vehicle infringes claims 1-9 of the ‘278 patent. A

chart that applies independent claim 1 of the ‘278 patent to Respondent Uwheels’s infringing

motorized self-balancing vehicle, including photographs of the physical Accused Product itself,

is attached as Exhibit 102.

B. Violation of the Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 1124 and 1125 and
Common Law and State Unfair and Deceptive Trade Practices

94. Certain Respondents are engaged in unfair competition, including violations

under sections 42 and 43(a) of the Lanham Act (15 U.S.C. §§ 1124- 1125(a)) and the Uniform

Deceptive Trade Practices Act (“UDTPA”), as well as common law fraud and misrepresentation.

Specifically, these Respondents have engaged in false or misleading representations of fact by

falsely advertising UL certifications and/or falsely advertising inclusion of Samsung- or LG

branded batteries in connection with their sale of the Accused Products. These

misrepresentations violate the Lanham Act’s prohibition against any “false or misleading

description of fact, or false or misleading representation of fact” in commerce that, “in

commercial advertising, misrepresents the nature, characteristics, qualities, or geographic origin”

of those goods. 15 U.S.C. § ll25(a)(l)(B). The Lanham Act also forbids the importation of

merchandise “which shall copy or simulate a [registered] trademark.” Id. at § 1124.

95. Many of the Respondents’ Accused Products, advertisements, product listings, or

the packaging in which the Accused Products are sold in U.S. commerce are accompanied

by false or misleading representations of fact. These representations, which are detailed below,

are literally false and/or likely to deceive or confuse customers and are material, as they affect or

are likely to affect consumers’ purchasing decisions.
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96. Moreover, as discussed in Section XI, infra, these false or misleading

representations of fact have the threat or effect of causing substantial injtu-yto Complainants’

industry in the United States or preventing the establishment of such an industry under Section

337(a)(l)(A). Mislabeled Accused Products cause or threaten to cause lost sales to

Complainants when purchasers select an Accused Product over a Hovertrax in the mistaken

belief that the Accused Product have safety certification from UL, or contain name-brand

Samsung or LG batteries. When unsafe products are mispresented by Respondents as safe, this

has the threat or effect of damaging overall U.S. consumer confidence in and demand for

motorized self-balancing vehicles, suppressing demand for Hovertrax products as well.

1. False Advertising of Underwriters Laboratories,
Inc. Certification in Violation of Lanham Act

97. Certain of Respondents’ Accused Products contain false certifications of

compliance with “UL” safety standards and bear counterfeit UL certification marks and/or

similar UL designations. UL is a testing laboratory that examines and tests products for

compliance with safety standards. If UL finds that a manufacturer’s goods comply with

applicable standards, UL authorizes the manufacturer to affix UL’s certification marks on its

goods. The “UL” trademark is registered with the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. Ex. 103.

98. Specifically, UL “is a global independent safety science company . . . [d]edicated

to promoting safe living and working environments,” that “helps safeguard people, products and

places in important ways,” “facilitate[es] trade and provid[es] peace of mind.” Ex. 104. To

achieve these objectives, UL develops product and testing standards based on input from the

affected public and industry, including “[m]anufacturers, consumers, government officials,

industrial and commercial users, inspection authorities and others” and works continuously to

maintain, revise and evolve those standards. Exs. 105; 106. UL, among its other services, offers
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to its third-party customers “certifications of a product, facility, process or system to industry

wide standards and requirements recognized by UL.” Ex. 107.

99. Once certified, UL authorizes its customers to display the UL certification mark

to their customers according to UL’s “Specific Guidelines and Rules” for such promotional use,

which detail correct and incorrect usages and provide region-specific approved designs. See

Exs. 108; 109.

100. Highlighting its “public safety mission” and its goal “to help provide peace of

mind to consumers that the products they buy are safe for use,” on or about January 15, 2016,

UL issued a press release stating that, “UL has yet to certify any hoverboards for safety.”

Ex. 110. While UL has been working to develop standards for hoverboards and, as of February

2, 2016, has begun accepting product submittals, as of March 15, 2016, UL’s “Facts About

Hoverboards and UL Testing” state that, “[t]o date, UL has yet to certify any hoverboard for

safety.” Exs. 111; 112.

101. Despite UL’s unequivocal disclaimer of any certification of hoverboards to date,

many of the Accused Products are falsely advertised and/or sold bearing counterfeit UL

certification marks and/or similar UL designations.

102. Respondents’ misrepresentation of compliance with UL standards is part of a

broader problem with mislabeled hoverboards from China. The Associated Press reported as

recently as January 27, 2016, that:

U.S. customs agents in Chicago have seized 43,000 hoverboards
they have deemed counterfeit.

The hoverboards, discovered during an inspection at a warehouse,
had been shipped from China. Agents say the items‘components,
including the chargers, carried the Samsung brand name but tumed
out to be counterfeit.
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Customs and Border Protection Chicago field operations director
William Fenara said Wednesdaythe hoverboards also had fake
UL markings, which wouldgive buyers a false sense of safety. He
said some hoverboards arrived in the country by ship, while others
were flown in.

Ex. 113 (emphasis added).

103. As addressed in Section XI, infra, the false, misleading and counterfeit UL

labeling by Respondents has the threat or effect of causing substantial injury to Complainants’

industry in the United States, or preventing the establishment of Complainants’ U.S. industry, by

causing consumers to purchase mislabeled Accused Products instead of genuine Razor and

lnventistHove1trax based on the erroneous belief that the Accused Product has been certified as

safe by UL.

a) Contixo

‘ 104. Review of Respondent Contixo’s 2015 CES product brochure for its accused

XODO Sl Two-Wheel Self Balancing Smart Hover Board Scooter demonstrates that the

motorized self-balancing vehicle is advertised as having a UL product certificate. See Ex. 114.

On information and belief, this statement is literally false and the UL mark is falsely advertised

because “UL has yet to certify any hoverboards for safety.” Ex. 110. The Contixo Accused

Products are therefore falsely, misleadingly and deceptively labeled, advertised, marketed and/or

sold in a manner that is deceptive and/or has a tendency to deceive a substantial segment of the

consuming public for motorized self-balancing vehicles.

105. Respondent Contixo has offered for sale, has imported into the United States, and,

on information and belief, has sold its accused XODO Sl Two-Wheel Self Balancing Smart

Hover Board Scooter in the United States. See Ex. 17, Gault Decl. 111]2-3. U.S. sales by Contixo

of Accused Products with false, misleading and deceptive advertised descriptions have the threat

or effect of causing substantial injury to, or preventing the establishment of, Complainants’
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industry in the United States through lost U.S. sales and damage to overall U.S. demand for

motorized self-balancing vehicles.

b) HoverTech

106. Review of Respondent HoverTech’s amazon.com listing for its accused Self

Balancing Scooters demonstrates that the motorized self-balancing vehicle is advertised as “UL

Safety Certified.” See Ex. 25. On information and belief, this statement is literally false and the

UL mark is falsely advertised because “UL has yet to certify any hoverboards for safety.”

Ex. l l0. The HoverTech Accused Products are therefore falsely, misleadingly and deceptively

labeled, advertised, marketed and/or sold in a manner that is deceptive and/or has a tendency to

deceive a substantial segment of the consuming public for motorized self-balancing vehicles.

107. Respondent HoverTech has sold its accused Self Balancing Scooters in the United

States. See Ex. 17, GaultDecl.1l1[ 7-8. U.S. sales by HoverTech of Accused Products with false,

misleading and deceptive advertised descriptions have the threat or effect of causing substantial

injury to, or preventing the establishment of, Complainants’ industry in the United States through

lost U.S. sales and damage to overall U.S. demand for motorized self-balancing vehicles.

c) Modell’s

108. Respondent Modell sells the accused Swagway Smart Balancing Electric

Skateboard with product packaging that demonstrates that the motorized self-balancing vehicle is

advertised and labeled as having a UL certification. See Ex. l 15. On information and belief, this

statement is literally false and the UL mark is counterfeit, as UL has expressly warned the public

of counterfeit UL marks on Swagway hoverboards, stating they are known to be sold at Modell’s

retail stores, because “UL has yet to certify any hoverboards for safety.” See Exs. 110; 116. The

Swagway Accused Products sold by Modell’s are therefore falsely, misleadingly and deceptively
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labeled, advertised, marketed and/or sold in a manner that is deceptive and/or has a tendency to

deceive a substantial segment of the consuming public for motorized self-balancing vehicles.

109. Respondent M0dell’s has sold the accused Swagway Smart Balancing Electric

Skateboard in the United States. See Ex. 117, McLean Decl.1l1]4-5. U.S. sales by M0dell’s of

Accused Products bearing false, misleading and deceptive labels and/or bearing counterfeit UL

marks have the threat or effect of causing substantial injury to, or preventing the establishment

of, Complainants’ industry in the United States through lost U.S. sales and damage to overall

U.S. demand for motorized self-balancing vehicles.

d) Shareconn

110. Review of Respondent Shareconn’s amazon.com listing for its accused Anhell

“Hover Boost, Airboard Scooter, Hoverboard” products demonstrates that the motorized self

balancing vehicle is advertised as “UN38.3/COC of UL authenticate.” See Ex. 52. On

information and belief, this statement is literally false and the UL mark is falsely advertised

because “UL has yet to certify any hoverboards for safety.” Ex. 110. The Shareconn Accused

Products are therefore falsely, misleadingly and deceptively labeled, advertised, marketed and/or

sold in a manner that is deceptive and/or has a tendency to deceive a substantial segment of the

consuming public for motorized self-balancing vehicles.

111. Respondent Shareconn has sold its accused Anhell “Hover Boost, Airboard

Scooter, Hoverboard” products in the United States. See Ex. 17, GaultDecl.1l1l 27-29. U.S.

sales by Shareconn of Accused Products with false, misleading and deceptive advertised

descriptions have the threat or effect of causing substantial injury to, or preventing the

establishment of, Complainants’ industry in the United States through lost U.S. sales and damage

to overall U.S. demand for motorized self-balancing vehicles.
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e) Supersun

112. Review of Respondent Supersun’s 2015 Consumer Electronics Show (“CES”)

product brochure for its accused Balance Scooters demonstrates that the motorized self

balancing vehicle is identified as UL certified. See Ex. 60. On information and belief, this

statement is literally false and the UL mark is falsely advertised because “UL has yet to certify

any hoverboards for safety.” Ex. l l0. The Supersun Accused Products are therefore falsely,

misleadingly and deceptively labeled, advertised, marketed and/or sold in a manner that is

deceptive and/or has a tendency to deceive a substantial segment of the consuming public for

motorized self-balancing vehicles.

113. Respondent Supersun has sold its accused Balance Scooters in the United -States.

See Ex. 59, Chen Decl.1l 6. Supersun’s U.S. sales of Accused Products with false, misleading

and deceptive labels advertised descriptions have the threat or effect of causing substantial injury

to, or preventing the establishment of, Complainants’ industry in the United States through lost

U.S. sales and damage to overall U.S. demand for motorized self-balancing vehicles.

f) Skque

114. Review of Respondent Skque’s amazon.com listing for its accused “Self

Balancing Scooter” products demonstrates that the motorized self-balancing vehicle is advertised

as “(UL Certified).” See Ex. 64. On information and belief, this statement is literally false and

the UL mark is falsely advertised because “UL has yet to certify any hoverboards for safety.”

Ex. 1lO. The Skque Accused Products are therefore falsely, misleadingly and deceptively

labeled, advertised, marketed and/or sold in a manner that is deceptive and/or has a tendency to

deceive a substantial segment of the consuming public for motorized self-balancing vehicles.

115. Respondent Skque has sold its accused “Self-Balancing Scooter” products in the

United States. See Ex. 17, Gault Decl. 1[1l30-31. U.S. sales by Skque’s of Accused Products
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with false, misleading and deceptive advertised descriptions have the threat or effect of causing

substantial injury to, or preventing the establishment of, Complainants’ industry in the United

States through lost U.S. sales and damage to overall U.S. demand for motorized self-balancing

vehicles.

g) Swagway

116. Review of Respondent Swagway’s product packaging for its accused Smart

Balancing Electric Skateboard demonstrates that the motorized self-balancing vehicle is

advertised and labeled as having a UL certification. See Ex. l l5. On information and belief, this

statement is literally false and the UL certification is counterfeit, as UL has expressly warned the

public of counterfeit UL marks on Swagway hoverboards, stating they are known to be sold on

Swagway’s website, and because “UL has yet to certify any hoverboards for safety.” See

Exs. 110; ll6. On February 17, 2016, UL filed a complaint against Swagway, in the United

States District Court for the Northern District of Indiana, alleging trademark infringement,

trademark counterfeiting, unfair competition, violation of the Illinois Uniform Deceptive Trade

Practices Act, and violation of the Illinois Consumer Fraud and Deceptive Business Practices Act

based on Respondent Swagway’s use of the UL certification trademark. See ULLLC v.

Swagway, LLC, et al., Case No. 3:16-cv-00075. That case is currently pending. The Swagway

Accused Products are therefore falsely, misleadingly and deceptively labeled, adveitised,

marketed and/or sold in a manner that is deceptive and/or have a tendency to deceive a

substantial segment of the consuming public for motorized self-balancing vehicles.

ll7. Respondent Swagway has sold its accused Smart Balancing Electric Skateboard

in the United States. See Ex. ll7, McLean Decl. 111i4-5. U.S. sales by Swagway of Accused

Products bearing false, misleading and deceptive labels and/or bearing counterfeit UL marks

have the threat or effect of causing substantial injury to, or preventing the establishment of,
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Complainants’ industry in the United States through lost U.S. sales and damage to overall U.S.

demand for motorized self-balancing vehicles.

2. False Advertising of Samsung or LG Batteries in Violation of
Lanham Act

118. Certain Respondents falsely advertise the Accused Products as containing

Samsung-branded or LG-branded batteries. On information and belief, the batteries in these

products are not supplied by Samsung or LG. On information and belief, none of the Samsung

or LG battery manufacturers, or their affiliates and subsidiaries, produce battery pack assemblies

for motorized self-balancing vehicles. See Confidential Ex. ll8C, Declaration of Tom Long 1]3.

119. The use of counterfeit and mislabeled batteries, which are often dangerous, is a

widespread problem in unauthorized hoverboard products sold in the United States. This

problem has received widespread press coverage in recent months. For instance, Quartz online

magazine also reported on the counterfeit battery problem:

Many hoverboards say on their websites that they contain Samsung
lithium ion batteries, which have been independently certified as
safe by UL, but there’s no guarantee all their parts are checked by
UL. And it is remarkably easy for manufacturers to fool
distributors about the validity of the product’s parts, one prominent
manufacturer said.

“There are some factories right now that will say they use
Samsung batteries but don’t,” an intemational sales manager from
[Respondent] CHIC told Quartz. “They wrap a piece of paper
around the battery that says ‘Samsung’ when it’s not Samsung.”

Ex. l 19. More recently, Quartz reported that:

Border patrol agents in Houston seized more than 3,500
hoverboards with suspect batteries, amounting to an estimated $1.8
million in goods, on Feb. 22, the latest in a string of busts.

Ex. 120.
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120. TechCrunch online magazine explained that many of the safety hazards posed by

unauthorized hoverboard products are the result of poor battery quality:

Most problems come from low-quality batteries or damage
inflicted to them. Importers and brands who bought faulty devices
either were tricked, did not bother to check, directly asked factories
to cut comers, or simply told factories to “do what they need to do
to deliver”. Factories then resorted to using cheaper or even fake
parts, and expedited testing. 

Ex. l2l.

121. Similarly, Wired Magazine, after consultation with Jay Whitacre, Professor of

Materials Science & Engineering at Carnegie Mellon University, reports that

Jay Whitacre . . . says that the problem doesn’t have to do with
these self-balancing scooters themselves, but with the quality of
the batteries being used. . . .

“There are a lot of factories in China that now make Li-ion
batteries, and the reality is that the quality and consistency of these
batteries is typically not as good as what is found in top tier
producers such as LG or Samsung,” Whitacre says. . . .

“There is no way to tell when buying, since the catastrophic failure
likely will not manifest until the battery is fully charged and
discharged several times,” Whitacre explains. “This
charging/discharging mechanically exercises the guts of the cell
and typically provides the ultimate trigger for the failure.”

Ex. 122.

122. As addressed in Section XI, infia, Respondents’ false and misleading advertising

and/or counterfeit labeling of batteries as Samsung-branded or LG-branded, in connection with

their sale of the Accused Products has the threat or effect of causing substantial injury to

Complainants’ industry in the United States, or preventing the establishment of Complainants’

U.S. industry, by causing U.S. consumers to purchase Accused Products instead of Hovertrax in
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the mistaken belief that they contain genuine Samsung or LG batteries, leading to lost sales by

Complainants. h

a) Alibaba

123. Review of Respondent Alibaba’s website listings for the Jomo, RMT, and

Supersun Accused Products demonstrates that the motorized self-balancing vehicles are

advertised as containing a Samsung or LG battery. See Exs. 56; 58; 62. On information and

belief, these statements are literally false and the labels are counterfeit. The Accused Products

sold by Alibaba are therefore falsely, misleadingly and deceptively labeled, advertised, marketed

and/or sold in a manner that is deceptive and/or has a tendency to deceive a substantial segment

of the consuming public for motorized self-balancing vehicles. On information and belief, the

Jomo, RMT, and Supersun Accused Products sold by Alibaba in the United States are falsely,

misleadingly and deceptive labeled as containing a Samsung or LG battery in a manner that is

deceptive and/or has a tendency to deceive a substantial segment of the consuming public for

motorized self-balancing vehicles.

124. The model numbers marked on the batteries included with the Jomo Accused

Products sold on Alibaba do not appear to correlate to actual LG or Samsung battery model

numbers. See Ex. 118C, Long Decl. 111114-15. Exhibit 123 contains a photograph of the battery

found in the Jomo Accused Products sold by Respondent Alibaba. This indicates that the

batteries in the Jomo Accused Products are not genuine LG or Samsung batteries. Similarly, the

battery provided with the RMT Accused Products does not indicate a battery manufacturer and

has a model number marked on the batteries that does not appear to correlate to actual LG or

Samsung battery model numbers. See Ex. 118C, Long Decl.111]16-17. This indicates that the

batteries in the RMT Accused Products are not genuine LG or Samsung batteries. The

characteristics of the batteries found in the Jomo and RMT Accused Products further indicate
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that the representations on Respondent Alibaba’s website that they these products contain LG or

Samsung batteries are literally false and intended to deceive. Complainants have ordered and

remit payment for samples of the Supersun Accused Products, but the Supersun Accused

Products have not yet been delivered. See Ex. 17, Gault Decl. 111]53-54.

125. Respondent Alibaba has sold and/or acted as an agent of its seller-members in

facilitating the sale of Respondents .l0mo’s, RMT’s, and Supersun’s Accused Products in the

United States. See Ex. 17, Gault Decl. {HI4l-44, 53-54. Alibaba’s sales offalsely-labeled

motorized self-balancing vehicles that are similar to Complainants’ I-lovertrax have the threat or

effect of causing substantial injury to, or preventing the establishment of, Complainants’ industry

in the United States by causing U.S. consumers to purchase Accused Products in the mistaken

belief that they contain genuine Samsung or LG batteries, leading to lost sales by Complainants.

b) HoverTech

126. Review of Respondent HoverTech’s amazon.com listing for its accused Self

Balancing Scooters demonstrates that the motorized self-balancing vehicles are falsely advertised

as containing a Samsung or LG battery. See Ex. 25. On information and belief, this statement is

literally false, and the HoverTech Accused Products are falsely, misleadingly and deceptively

labeled, advertised, marketed and/or sold in a manner that is deceptive and/or has a tendency to

deceive a substantial segment of the consuming public for motorized self-balancing vehicles.

Exhibit 123 contains a photograph of the batteryfound in Respondent HoverTech’s accused Self

Balancing Scooters. The battery does not indicate a battery manufacturer, has a model number

marked on the batteries that does not appear to correlate to actual LG or Samsung battery model

numbers, and has battery cells with no markings. See Ex. 118C, Long Decl.1[1]4-5. This

indicates that the batteries in the HoverTech Accused Products are not genuine LG or Samsung

batteries. '
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127. Respondent HoverTech has sold its accused Self Balancing Scooters in the United

States. See Ex. 17, Gault Decl. {[1]7-8. HoverTech’s sale of falsely-labeled motorized self

balancing vehicles that are similar to Complainants’ Hovertrax have the threat or effect of

causing substantial injury to, or preventing the establishment of, Complainants’ industry in the

United States by causing U.S. consumers to purchase Accused Products in the mistaken belief

that they contain genuine Samsung or LG batteries, leading to lost sales by Complainants.

c) Joy Hoverboard

128. Review of Respondent Joy Hoverboard’s website listing for its accused

Hoverboard Drift Plus and Hoverboard Wave demonstrates that the motorized self-balancing

vehicles are falsely advertised as containing a Samsung or LG battery. See Ex. 37. On

information and belief, this statement is literally false, and the Joy Hoverboard Accused Products

are falsely, misleadingly and deceptively labeled, advertised, marketed and/or sold in a manner

that is deceptive and/or has a tendency to deceive a substantial segment of the consuming public

for motorized self-balancing vehicles. Exhibit 123 contains a photograph of the batteries found

in Respondent Joy Hoverboard’s accused Hoverboard Drifi Plus. The model numbers marked on

the batteries correlate with the manufacturer First New Energy Group Co., LTD. and do not

appear to correlate to actual LG or Samsung battery model numbers. See Ex. 118C, Long Decl.

W 6-7. This indicates that the batteries in the Joy Hoverboard Accused Products are not genuine

LG or Samsung batteries.

129. Respondent Joy Hoverboard has sold its accused Hoverboards in the United

States. See Ex. l7, Gault Decl. 111]l3-l4. Joy Hoverboard’s sale of falsely-labeled motorized

self-balancing vehicles that are similar to Complainants’ Hovertrax have the threat or effect of

causing substantial injury to, or preventing the establishment of, Complainants’ industry in the
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United States by causing U.S. consumers to purchase Accused Products in the mistaken belief

that they contain genuine Samsung or LG batteries, leading to lost sales by Complainants.

d) Leray

130. Review of Respondent Leray’s amazon.com listing for its accused Self Balancing

Scooters demonstrates that the motorized self-balancing vehicles are falsely advertised as

containing an LG battery. See Ex. 41. Review of Respondent Leray’s packaging for its accused

Self Balancing Scooters also demonstrates that the motorized self-balancing vehicles are falsely

advertised as containing an LG battery. See Ex. 124. On information and belief, these

statements are false, and the Leray Accused Products are falsely, misleadingly and deceptively

labeled, advertised, marketed and/or sold in a manner that is deceptive and/or has a tendency to

deceive a substantial segment of the consuming public for motorized self-balancing vehicles.

Exhibit 123 contains a photograph of the battery found in Respondent Leray’s accused Self

Balancing Scooters. The model numbers marked on the batteries do not appear to correlate to

actual LG or Samsung battery model numbers. See Ex. 118C, Long Decl.1]1l8-10. This

indicates that the batteries in the Leray Accused Products are not genuine LG or Samsung

batteries.

131. Respondent Leray has sold its accused Self Balancing Scooters in the United

States. See Ex. l7, Gault Decl. 111]19-20. Leray’s sale of falsely-labeled motorized self

balancing vehicles that are similar to Complainants’ Hovertrax have the threat or effect of

causing substantial injury to, or preventing the establishment of, Complainants’ industry in the

United States by causing U.S. consumers to purchase Accused Products in the mistaken belief

that they contain genuine LG batteries, leading to lost sales by Complainants.
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e) Modell’s

132. Review of Respondent Modell’s’ website listing for the accused Swagway Smart

Balancing Electric Skateboard products demonstrates that the motorized self-balancing vehicles

are falsely advertised as containing a Samsung battery. See Ex. 43. On information and belief,

this statement is literally false, and the Modell’s Accused Products are falsely, misleadingly and

deceptively labeled, advertised, marketed and/or sold in a manner that is deceptive and/or has a

tendency to deceive a substantial segment of the consuming public for motorized self-balancing

vehicles. Exhibit 123 contains photographs of the batteries found the accused Swagway Smart

Balancing Electric Skateboard sold by Respondent Modell’s. The model numbers marked on the

batteries do not appear to correlate to actual LG or Samsung battery model numbers. See Ex.

l l8C, Long Decl.1l1lll-13. This indicates that the batteries in the Modell’s Accused Products

are not genuine LG or Samsung batteries.

l 133. Respondent Modell’s has sold its accused Swagway Smart Balancing Electric

Skateboards in the United States. See Ex. ll7, McLean Decl. W 4-5. Modell’s’ sales of falsely

labeled motorized self-balancing vehicles that are similar to Complainants’ Hovertrax have the

threat or effect of causing substantial injury to, or preventing the establishment of,

Complainants’ industry in the United States by causing U.S. consumers to purchase Accused

Products in the mistaken belief that they contain genuine Samsung or LG batteries, leading to

lost sales by Complainants.

l) Jomo

134. Review of Respondent Jomo’s alibaba.com listing for its accused Self Balancing

Electric Hoverboards demonstrates that the motorized self-balancing vehicle is falsely advertised

as containing a Samsung battery. See Ex. 56. On information and belief, this statement is

literally false, and the Jomo Accused Products are falsely, misleadingly and deceptively labeled,
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advertised, marketed and/or sold in a manner that is deceptive and/or has a tendency to deceive a

substantial segment of the consuming public for motorized self-balancing vehicles. Exhibit 123

contains a photograph of the battery found in Respondent Jomo’s accused Self Balancing

Electric Hoverboards. The model numbers marked on the batteries do not appear to correlate to

actual LG or Samsung battery model numbers. See Ex. l l8C, Long Decl. W 14-15. This

indicates that the batteries in the Jomo Accused Products are not genuine LG or Samsung

batteries.

l35. Respondent Jomo has sold its accused Self Balancing Electric Hoverboards in the

United States. See Ex. 7 Gault Decl. ‘lfil41-42. Jomo’s sale of falsely-labeled motorized self

balancing vehicles that are similar to Complainants’ Hovertrax have the threat or effect of

causing substantial injury to, or preventing the establishment of, Complainants’ industry in the

United States by causing U.S. consumers to purchase Accused Products in the mistaken belief

that they contain genuine Samsung batteries, leading to lost sales by Complainants.

g) RMT

l36. Review of Respondent RMT’s alibaba.com listing for its accused Self Balancing

Scooters demonstrates that the motorized self-balancing vehicle is falsely advertised as

containing a Samsung battery. See Ex. 58. On information and belief, this statement is literally

false, and the RMT Accused Products are falsely, misleadingly and deceptively labeled,

advertised, marketed and/or sold in a manner that is deceptive and/or has a tendency to deceive a

substantial segment of the consuming public for motorized self-balancing vehicles. Exhibit 123

contains a photograph of the battery found in Respondent RMT’s accused Self Balancing

Scooters. The battery does not indicate a battery manufacturer, has a model number marked on

the batteries that does not appear to correlate to actual LG or Samsung battery model numbers,
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and has battery cells with no markings. See Ex. 118C, Long Decl. 111]16-17. This indicates that

the batteries in the RMT Accused Products are not genuine LG or Samsung batteries.

137. Respondent RMT has sold its accused Self Balancing Scooters for importation

into the United States. See Ex. 17, Gault Decl. 111143-44.RMT’s sale of falsely-labeled

motorized self-balancing vehicles that are similar to Complainants’ Hovertrax have the threat or

effect of causing substantial injury to, or preventing the establishment of, Complainants’ industry

in the United States by causing U.S. consumers to purchase Accused Products in the mistaken

belief that they contain genuine Samsung batteries, leading to lost sales by Complainants.

h) Supersun

138. Review of Respondent Supersun’s alibaba.com listing for its accused

Hoverboards demonstrates that the motorized self-balancing vehicle is falsely advertised as

being “Samsung power[ed]” and containing an LG battery. See Ex. 62. On information and

belief, this statement is literally false, and the Supersun Accused Products are falsely,

misleadingly and deceptively labeled, advertised, marketed and/or sold in a manner that is

deceptive and/or has a tendency to deceive a substantial segment of the consuming public for

motorized self-balancing vehicles.

139. Respondent Supersun has sold its accused Hoverboards for importation into the

United States. See Ex. 59, Chen Decl. 1|6. Supersun’s sale of falsely-labeled motorized self

balancing vehicles that are similar to Complainants’ Hovertrax has the threat or effect of causing

substantial injury to, or preventing the establishment of, Complainants’ industry in the United

States by causing U.S. consumers to purchase Accused Products in the mistaken belief that they

contain genuine Samsung or LG batteries, leading to lost sales by Complainants. Complainants

have ordered and remit payment for samples of the Accused Products, but these have not yet

been delivered. See Ex. 17, Gault Decl. {[1]53-54.
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D Skque

140. Review of Respondent Skque’s ama2on.com listing for its accused Self Balancing

Scooters demonstrates that the motorized self-balancing vehicle is falsely advertised as

containing a Samsung or LG battery. See Ex. 64. On information and belief, this statement is

literally false, and the Skque Accused Products are falsely, misleadingly and deceptively labeled,

advertised, marketed and/or sold in a manner that is deceptive and/or has a tendency to deceive a

substantial segment of the consuming public for motorized self-balancing vehicles. Exhibit I23

contains a photograph of the battery found in Respondent Skque’s accused Self Balancing

Scooters. The battery label misspells Samsung as “SANSUNG,” and has battery cells with no

markings. See Ex. 118C, Long Decl.1l1ll8-l9. This indicates that the batteries contained in the

Skque Accused Products are not genuine LG or Samsung batteries.

l4l. Respondent Skque has sold its accused Self Balancing Scooters in the United

States. See Ex. 17, Gault Decl. fill]30-31. Skque’s sale of falsely-labeled motorized self

balancing vehicles that are similar to Complainants’ Hovertrax have the threat or effect of

causing substantial injury to, or preventing the establishment of, Complainants’ industry in the

United States by causing U.S. consumers to purchase Accused Products in the mistaken belief

that they contain genuine Samsung or LG batteries, leading to lost sales by Complainants.

' j) Spaceboard

142. Review of Respondent Spaceboard’s amazon.com listing for its accused Scooter

Hoverboards demonstrates that the motorized self-balancing vehicle is falsely advertised as

containing an LG battery. See EX.66. On information and belief, this statement is literally false,

and the Spaceboard Accused Products are falsely, misleadingly and deceptively labeled,

advertised, marketed and/or sold in a manner that is deceptive and/or has a tendency to deceive a

substantial segment of the consuming public for motorized self-balancing vehicles. Exhibit 123
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contains a photograph of the battery found in Respondent Spaceboard’s accused Scooter

Hoverboards. The model numbers marked on the batteries do not appear to correlate to actual

LG or Samsung battery model numbers. See Ex. ll8C, Long Decl. 111]20-21. This indicates that

the batteries in the Spaceboard Accused Products are not genuine LG or Samsung batteries.

l43. Respondent Spaceboard has sold its accused Scooter Hoverboards in the United

States. See Ex. 17, Gault Decl. W 32-33. Spaceboard’s sale of falsely-labeled motorized self

balancing vehicles that are similar to Complainants’ Hovertrax have the threat or effect of

causing injury to, or preventing the establishment of, Complainants’ industry in the United States

by causing U.S. consumers to purchase Accused Products in the mistaken belief that they contain

genuine LG batteries, leading to lost sales by Complainants.

k) Twizzle
v

144. Review of Respondent Twizz|e’s website listing for its accused Green

Hoverboard products demonstrates that the motorized self-balancing vehicles are falsely

advertised as containing a Samsung battery. See Ex. 70. On information and belief, this

statement is literally false, and the Twizzle Accused Products are falsely, misleadingly and

deceptively labeled, advertised, marketed and/or sold in a manner that is deceptive and/or has a

tendency to deceive a substantial segment of the consuming public for motorized self-balancing

vehicles. Exhibit 123 contains a photograph of the battery found in Respondent Twizzle’s

accused Green Hoverboard. “LG” appears to be handwritten in red marker on the battery and the

model numbers marked on the batteries do not appear to correlate to actual LG or Samsung

battery model numbers. See Ex. ll8C, Long Decl.1[1I22-23. This indicates that the batteries in

the Twizzle Accused Products are not genuine LG or Samsung batteries.

145. Respondent Twizzle has sold its accused Green Hoverboard and Red

PhunkeeDuck product in the United States. See Ex. 17, Gault Decl. W 34-36. Twizzle’s sale of
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falsely-labeled motorized self-balancing vehicles that are similar to Complainants’ Hovertrax

have the threat or effect of causing substantial injury to, or preventing the establishment of,

Complainants’ industry in the United States by causing U.S. consumers to purchase Accused

Products in the mistaken belief that they contain genuine Samsung or LG batteries, leading to

lost sales by Complainants.

VII. RELATED LITIGATION

146. On lune 16, 2015, Shane Chen brought an action against Soibatian Corporation,

dba IO Hawk and dba Smart Wheels in the United States District Court for the Central District of

Califomia, alleging infringement of the ‘278 patent. The case was styled Shane Chen v.

Soibatian Corporation, dba IO Hawk and dba Smart Wheels,Case No. 2:15-cv-4562. The case

is currently pending.

147. On November 27, 2015, Razor and Shane Chen brought an action against

Swagway in the United States District Court for the Central District of California, alleging

infringement of the ‘278 patent. The case was styled Razor USALLC, et al. v. Swagway, LLC,

Case No. 2:15-cv-9209. The case is currently pending.

148. The ‘278 patent is not and has not been the subject of any other court or agency

litigation.

VIII. SPECIFIC ACTS OF UNFAIR IMPORTATION AND SALE

149. On information and belief, the Respondents are importing and will continue to

import, sell for importation and/or sell within the United States after importation motorized self

balancing vehicles that infringe one or more claims of the ‘278 patent and/or are the subject of

unfair methods of competition in violation of Section 337.

150. Complainants lnventist and Razor supply the United States market with the only

authorized motorized self-balancing vehicles that practice the ‘278 patent, the Hovertrax. As
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leaders in this industry, Complainants are not aware of any motorized self-balancing vehicles

that are manufactured or assembled in the United States, or otherwise originate in the United

States. See Ex. 69, Declaration of Robert Chen 1]3.

151. Large volumes of motorized self-balancing vehicles are made in China. See e.g.,

Ex. 29 (describing hoverboards, or ‘“personal mobility devices’” as “all made in China”);

Ex. 125 (“[T]here are 1,000 hoverboardfizctories in South China”). A recent BuzzFeed article

further reports that:

Shenzhen is also, and only very recently, the hoverboard
manufacturing capital of the world. In the smoke and asphalt of
Bao An, a sprawling industrial flatland roughly the size of
Philadelphia that serves as one of the city’s main manufacturing
districts, hundreds of factories churn out much of the world’s
supply of the boards, which are then shipped, rebranded, and sold
around the globe.

Ex. 126. Another news source reports that hundreds of thousands of motorized self-balancing

vehicles come from China:

Nearly all of these two-wheeled, battery-powered toys are made in
China, many in the cheap tech manufacturing hub of Shenzhen.
Already millions of hoverboards have been shipped out of China
this year—in October alone, 400,000 shipped from Shenzhen . . .

Ex. 1l9.

152. Complainants have successfully placed orders and purchased in the United States

representative samples of each of the Respondents’ imported motorized self-balancing vehicles

that infringe the ‘278 patent and/or are the subject of unfair methods of competition. A detailed

description of the steps Complainants took in procuring these samples and obtaining information

about Respondents’ products is set forth in the Declarations of Catherine Gault, Ryan McLean,

and Robert Chen, in Support of Complaint, attached as Exhibits 17, 117, and 59 to the

Complaint. Specific instances of importation, sale for importation and/or sale within the United
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States after importation of Accused Products by the Respondents are set forth below. These

examples are exemplary in nature and not intended to restrict the scope of any exclusion order or

other remedy the U.S. International Trade Commission (“ITC”) may order.

153. TheITCIhashddthm1hehnponafionrequnenmntofSecfion337issafisfiedand

“it hasjurisdiotion to act if there is some nexus between a respondent's activities and the

importation of the products accused of infringement.” Certain Cigarettes and Packaging

Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-643, C0mm’n Op. at 7-11 (Oct. l, 2009); see also, Certain Elec.

Devices with Image Processing Sys., Components Thereof & Associated Software, Inv. No. 337

TA-724, Comm’n Op. at 15-16 (Dec. 21, 2011). The ITC has interpreted the importation

requirement broadly, finding sufficient importation based not only on sale before or after

importation, but also contract for sale. See e.g., Certain Variable Speed Wind Turbines &

Components Thereofl Inv. No. 337-TA-376, Initial Determination at 7-19 (June 20, 1996)

(“Respondents . . . entered into a contract for the sale and importation of accused devices.

Therefore, there has been a ‘sale for importation’ of accused devices as provided for in section

337.”), reviewed on other grounds, Comm’n Not. at 2 (July 17, 1996). The Federal Circuit has

clearly directed that the ITC should in any event assume jurisdiction and adjudicate substantive

questions such as satisfaction of the importation requirement on the merits. See Amgen, Inc. v.

U.S. Int’! Trade Comm ’n, 902 F.2d 1532, 1536 (Fed. Cir. 1990); Certain Flash Memory Circuits

& Prods. Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-382, Comm’n Op. at 19 (1997).

154. The ITC accordingly has jurisdiction over each of the Respondents on the basis

of the sale and importation into the United States, and/or contract for sale and importation into

the United States, sales for importation into the United States, and/or sale after importation
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within the United States of the Accused Products, either as the principal or as an agent of others.

See 19 U.S.C. §§ l337(a)(l)(A)-(B), 1337(a)(4).

A. Alibaba

155. On information and belief, Respondent Alibaba is directly involved in material

aspects of the sale for importation, importation, and sale after importation into the United States

of Accused Products sold on the Alibaba.com online marketplace, acting on its own behalf as the

principal and also as the agent of “seller-members,” U.S. importers, and U.S. “buyer-customers.”

See Ex. 3 at 122. Alibaba recognizes that its involvement in the sales and importation process on

behalf of buyers and sellers of goods sold in the United States through Alibaba is such that it is

“acting as the principal or the agent in a transaction” Ex. 3 at 122 (emphasis added). The ITC’s

authority and jurisdiction over “[u]nfair methods of competition and unfair acts in the

importation of articles . . . into the United States, or in the sale of such articles by the owner,

importer, or consignee” extends to “any agent of the owner, importer, or l

consignee.” §§ l337(a)(l)(A)-(B), (a)(4) (emphasis added).

156. It is well-established that the [TC has jurisdiction over digital marketplaces such

as the website owned and operated by Respondent Alibaba based on the nexus between

Respondent Alibaba’s unfair acts and the importation and sales of Accused Products in the

United States. The ITC, accordingly, has consistently instituted investigations against online

marketplace owners named in prior complaints, including Alibaba. See e.g., Certain Beverage

Brewing Capsules, Components Thereof and Products Containing the Same, Inv. No. 337-TA

929, 79 Fed. Reg. 53,445 (Sept. 9, 2014); Certain Protective Cases and Components Thereof,

Inv. No. 337-TA-780, 76 Fed. Reg. 38,417 (June 30, 2011) (naming Alibaba as a respondent);

Certain Foldable Stools, Inv. No. 337-TA-693, 74 Fed. Reg. 65,155 (Dec. 9, 2009). Institution

of such an investigation against Alibaba, as discussed in greater detail below, is necessary and
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appropriate because there is a clear nexus between the sale and importation of the Accused

Products in the United States and the unfair acts of Alibaba.

157. First, on information and belief, Alibaba offers for sale, promotes and advertises

Accused Products on its Alibaba website, including the Accused Products of several other

Respondents. Alibaba’s online sales listings provide precise information to U.S. buyers including

price, quantity, and shipping costs for the Accused Products. See Ex. 9. Alibaba also directs

“buyer-customers” to sellers of the Accused Products through keyword search and categories for

displaying product listings. Exs. 12; 54; 56; 58; 62.

158. Alibaba also promotes sales of Accused Products by its “selling-members”

through its AliSource or AliSourcePro service by vetting a buyer-customer’s request and

“pass[ing] it on to suppliers . . . mak[ing] it easy to compare price quotes, order samples and

place an order all in one place.” EX. 127 at 2. Indeed, Alibaba used its AliSource service to

connect Complainants with Alibaba seller-member Yongkang TOT] Technology Co., Ltd., who,

on information and belief, offers for sale hundreds of Accused Products. Exs. 128; 129. Alibaba

also promotes sales of Accused Products by its “selling-members” by representing to “buyer

customers” that sellers are “verified” and have a “Reliability passed Profile,” as Alibaba did in

promoting sales by Shenzhen Jingweiya Technology Co. Ltd. Ex. 130.

l59. Second, on information and belief, Alibaba is directly involved in the sale of the

Accused Products, acting as the agent of both selling-members and buying-customers by

handling payments through its Alipay subsidiary and guaranteeing product delivery and quality

through its “Trade Assurance” and “Payment Protection” services. See e.g., Exs. 131-136.

160. On information and belief, through A1ibaba’s “TracieAssurance” service, buyers

on Alibaba.com are provided “with 100% payment protection with their selected Trade
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Assurance suppliers.” Ex. 137 at 1. Alibaba provides full refunds when “products are not

shipped on time as per the contract with your supplier” or when “[t]he quality of your products is

not up to standards as per the contract with your supplier.” Ex. 138. If a U.S. buyer encounters

difficulties with a foreign supplier, it can “ask Alibaba.com to step in and make a determination”

and, “[i]f the supplier is found to be liable, then [the U.S. buyer] will receive 100% refund of

[the] Trade Assurance covered amount. Alibaba.com will then seek reimbursement from the

supplier.” Ex. 139.

161. Alibaba also offers “Payment Protection” services to importers and sellers of the

Accused Products in the United States, acting as an agent of the U.S. buyer/importer. Through

these services:

[U.S. buyers’] money is held by Alipay, an independent online
payment platform, until you confirm delivery. Once you have
confirmed delivery, we will then notify Alipay to release the
payment to the supplier. You can make a refund request if you are
not fully satisfied with some aspects of your order, or do not
receive your order at all.

Ex. 140.

162. Third, on information and belief, Alibaba acts as the agent for U.S. importer by

providing direct shipping and logistics services for the importation of the Accused Products into

the United States, thereby facilitating the importation and sale in the United States of the

Accused Products. Alibaba’s logistics services, provided through Alibaba.com Ltd.’s Alibaba

Global Shipping Inc. a.k.a. Alibaba Logistics, Inc. service, “partners [with] major freight

forwarders to provide sea, air & land shipping solutions from China to global destinations”

including the United States.” Ex. 141. Acting on behalf of both selling-members and buyer

customers, Alibaba will also “arrange secure and trusted payment settlement and escrow
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services” and “coordinate fulfillment and delivery services with third-party logistics and delivery

companies.” Ex. 3 at 8.

163. There is a direct nexus between these activities and the importation and sale of the

Accused Products into the United States. On information and belief, for example, Alibaba _

provided “Trade Assurance” and “Payment Protection” services for Accused Products purchased

and imported through Alibaba.com. For example, Alibaba, acting as the agent of Respondent

Chic Intelligent, collected payment from U.S. customers through its “AliPay” service for

Accused Products for Order No. 72550505343619. As the agent of Respondent RMT, Alibaba

collected payment from U.S. customers for Order No. 72552384583619. Both these orders were

subsequently sold and imported into the United States. See Exs. 131-135. Of the nearly 108,000

hoverboard listings on its website, Alibaba provides its “Trade Assurance” service for over

90,000 of the listings and its “payment protection” service for nearly 58,000 hoverboard listings.

Exs. 142-144.

164. Through the Alibaba.com online marketplace, Alibaba also offers U.S. buyer

customers of hoverboards a “Buy Now” option and offers to take buyer-customers’ payment

through its Alipay service, as it did as the agent of Respondent RMT. See Ex. 58.

165. Alibaba’s direct involvement in sales transactions on its online marketplace,

through the provision of “value added” payment services and logistical support, is the core of its

business model. Alibaba reports that in the twelve months ended March 31, 2015, “75% of

GMV on our China retail marketplace was settled through Alipay, and the settlement and escrow

services and convenient payment mechanisms provide by Alipay are critical factors contributing

to our success and the development of our ecosystem.” Ex. 3 at 10. Alibaba’s revenues also

come from its sales of alibaba.com memberships to selling-members and the provision to selling
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members and buyer-customers of “value added services such as upgraded storefront management

tools, P4P marketing services, higher rankings from keyword search, custom clearance, VAT

refund and other import/export business solutions.” Ex. 3 at 63.

166. On information and belief, the Accused Products offered for sale by Alibaba on

its online marketplace are made in China. Markings on Alibaba’s representative product

listings, the packaging in which motorized self-balancing vehicles are sold, and/or the products

themselves indicate that products sold and imported by Alibaba are made in China. See Ex. 17,

Gault Decl. W 41-44, 53-54. These specific instances are exemplary in nature and not intended

to restrict the scope of any exclusion order or other remedy the ITC may order.

167. Alibaba, on information and belief, is therefore deeply involved, both as principal

and agent, in the sale for importation, importation and sale afier importation into the United

States of the Accused Products through its Alibaba.com online marketplace and the “value

added” services Alibaba entities provide both to “selling-members” and “buying-customers.”

The ITC has authority andjurisdiction over Alibaba both as the owner, importer and/or

consignee of the Accused Products, within the meaning of §§ l337(a)(1)(A)-(B), and as the

agent of the owner, importer and/or consignee of the Accused Products, within the meaning of

19 U.S.C. § l337(a)(4).

B. Chic Intelligent

168. On information and belief, motorized self-balancing vehicles that infringe the

‘278 patent are imported, sold for importation and/or sold within the United States after

importation by Respondent Chic Intelligent. On information and belief, Respondent Alibaba acts

as Respondent Chic Intelligent’s agent in these transactions. On information and belief, the

packaging in which unlawful motorized self-balancing vehicles are sold, and/or Accused

Products themselves, fail to state the country of origin of Respondent Chic Intelligent’s Accused
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Products. See Ex. 17, Gault Declaration 111]49-50. However, Respondent Chic Intelligent’s

booth at the 2016 Consumer Electronics Show (“CES”) in Las Vegas, Nevada demonstrates that

its unlawful motorized self-balancing vehicles were imported into the United States. See Ex. 59,

Chen Declaration 1]7; Ex. 145 at 4-9. In addition, Respondent Chic Intelligent is located in

China and has accordingly, on information and belief, sold and shipped unlawful motorized self

balancing vehicles for importation into the United States. See Ex. ll at 24; Ex. l7, Gault

Declaration 1150, Gault Ex. U-4.

C. Contixo

169. On information and belief, motorized self-balancing vehicles that infringe the

‘278 patent and/or violate Section 337(a)(l)(A) are imported, sold for importation and/or sold

within the United States after importation by Respondent Contixo. Respondent Contixo’s booth

at the 2016 CES in Las Vegas, Nevada demonstrates that its unlawful motorized self-balancing

vehicles were imported into the United States. See Ex. 59, Chen Declaration 117; Ex. 130. In

addition, the packaging in which Respondent C0ntixo’s unlawful motorized self-balancing

vehicle is sold is marked “Made in China.” See Ex. I7, Gault Declaration 1H]2-3.

D. CyB0ard

170. On infomation and belief, motorized self-balancing vehicles that infringe the

‘278 patent are imported, sold for importation and/or sold within the United States after

importation by Respondent CyBoard. The packaging in which Respondent CyBoard’s unlawful

motorized self-balancing vehicle is sold state the country of origin as “China.” See Ex. 17, Gault

Declaration 1l1[39-40.

E. Genius Technologies

171. On information and belief, motorized self-balancing vehicles that infringe the

‘278 patent are imported, sold for importation and/or sold within the United States after
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importation by Respondent Genius Technologies. The packaging in which Respondent Genius

Technologies’ unlawful black motorized self-balancing vehicle is sold is marked “Made in

China.” See Ex. 17, Gault Declaration 111]4-6.

F. GyroGlyder

172. On information and belief, motorized self-balancing vehicles that infringe the

‘278 patent are imported, sold for importation and/or sold within the United States after

importation by Respondent GyroGlyder. On information and belief, the product listings,

packaging in which unlawful motorized self-balancing vehicles are sold, and/or Accused

Products themselves fail to state the country of origin of Respondent GyroGlyder’s Accused

Products. See Ex. 17, Gault Declaration 1H]47-48. However, the battery provided with the

GyroGlyder Accused Products are marked “Made in China.” See Ex. 17, CraultDecl.1l 48, Gault

Ex. T-4. Moreover, Complainants are unaware of any motorized self-balancing vehicles being

manufactured in the United States. See Ex. 59, Chen Declaration 1]3. On information and belief,

Complainant therefore believes Respondent GyroGylder’s product to be imported from China.

G. H0verTech

173. On information and belief, motorized self-balancing vehicles that infringe the

‘278 patent and/or violate Section 337(a)(l)(A) are imported, sold for importation and/or sold

within the United States afier importation by Respondent HoverTech. On information and

belief, the product listings, packaging in which unlawful motorized self-balancing vehicles are

sold, and/or Accused Products themselves fail to state the country of origin of Respondent

HoverTech’s Accused Products. See Ex. l7, Gault Declaration W 7-8. However, the power

supply and battery provided with the HoverTech Accused Products are marked “Made in China.”

See Ex. 17, Gault Decl. 1]8, Gault Ex. C-3. Moreover, Complainants are unaware of any

motorized self-balancing vehicles being manufactured in the United States. See Ex. 59, Chen
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Declaration 1]3. On information and belief, Complainant therefore believes Respondent

HoverTech’s Accused Product to be imported from China.

H. InMotion

174. On information and belief, motorized self-balancing vehicles that infringe the

‘278 patent are imported, sold for importation and/or sold within the United States after

importation by Respondent InMotion. On information and belief, the shipping packaging,

product packaging, and product itself do not include a country of origin marking and do not

otherwise indicate the country in which the InMotion “Original Monster Wheel” products were

manufactured. See Ex. 17, Gault Declaration 1]1]9-10. However, the amazon.com listings in

Exhibit D-1 for the InMotion “Original Monster Wheel: Intelligent Self Balancing Hoverboard

with LED Lights” products state “Origin: China” in the “Product Details.” See id. 1]l0.

I. IO Hawk

175. On information and belief, motorized self-balancing vehicles that infringe the

‘278 patent are imported, sold for importation and/or sold within the United States after

importation by Respondent IO Hawk. On information and belief, the product listings, packaging

in which unlawful motorized self-balancing vehicles are sold, and/or Accused Products

themselves fail to state the country of origin of Respondent IO Hawk’s Accused Products. See

Ex. 17, Gault Declaration 1]1]l l-12. However, the power supply provided with Respondent IO

Hawk’s Accused Products is marked “Made in China.” See Ex. l7, Gault Decl. 1]l2. Moreover,

on information and belief, Complainants are unaware of any motorized self-balancing vehicles

being manufactured in the United States. See Ex. 59, Chen Declaration 1]3. On information and

belief, Complainant therefore believes Respondent IO Hawk’s Accused Product to be imported

from China.
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J. Jetson

176. On information and belief, motorized self-balancing vehicles that infringe the

‘278 patent are imported, sold for importation and/or sold within the United States after

importation by Respondent Jetson. The packaging in which Respondent Jetson’s unlawful

motorized self-balancing vehicle is sold is marked “Made in China.” See Ex. 117, McLean

Declaration 11112-3.

K. Joy Hoverboard

177. On information and belief, motorized self-balancing vehicles that infringe the

‘278 patent and/or violate Section 337(a)(1)(A) are imported, sold for importation and/or sold

within the United States after importation by Respondent Joy Hoverboard. The shipping labels

affixed to the packaging of Respondent Joy Hoverboard’s unlawful motorized self-balancing

vehicles indicate that the products were shipped from China. See Ex. 17, Gault Declaration

11113-14.

L. Kebe

178. On information and belief, motorized self-balancing vehicles that infringe the

‘278 patent are imported, sold for importation and/or sold within the United States after

importation by Respondent Kebe. Respondent Kebe’s booth at the 2016 CES in Las Vegas,

Nevada demonstrate that its unlawful motorized self-balancing vehicles were imported into the

United States. See Ex. 59, Chen Declaration 1110; Ex. 158. In addition, the packaging in which

Respondent Kebe’s unlawful motorized self-balancing vehicle is sold is marked “Made in

China.” See Ex. l7, Gault Declaration 111115-18.

M. Leray

179. On information and belief, motorized self-balancing vehicles that infringe the

‘278 patent and/or violate Section 337(a)(1)(A) are imported, sold for importation and/or sold
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within the United States after importation by Respondent Leray. On infonnation and belief, the

product listings, packaging in which unlawful motorized self-balancing vehicles are sold, and/or

Accused Products themselves fail to state the country of origin of Respondent Leray’s Accused

Products. See Ex. 17, Gault Declaration 111]19-20. Moreover, on information and belief,

Complainants are unaware of any motorized self-balancing vehicles being manufactured in the

United States. See Ex. 59, Chen Declaration 113. On information and belief, Complainant

therefore believes Respondent’s product to be imported from China. 

N. Modell’s

180. On information and belief, motorized self-balancing vehicles that infringe the

‘Z78 patent and/or violate Section 337(a)(l)(A) are imported, sold for importation and/or sold

within the United States after importation by Respondent M0dell’s. The packaging in which

Respondent Modell’s’ unlawful motorized self-balancing vehicle is sold is marked “Made in

China.” See Ex. 117, McLean Declaration 11114-5.

O. Newegg

181. On information and belief, motorized self-balancing vehicles that infringe the

‘278 patent are imported, sold for importation and/or sold within the United States after

importation by Respondent Newegg. On information and belief, the product listings, packaging

in which unlawful motorized self-balancing vehicles are sold, and/or Accused Products

themselves fail to state the country of origin of Respondent Newegg’s Accused Products, which

have the same packaging and markings as Respondent Leray’s Accused Products. See Ex. 17,

Gault Declaration 111145-46. Moreover, on information‘ and belief, Complainants are unaware of

any motorized self-balancing vehicles being manufactured in the United States. See Ex. 59,

Chen Declaration 1]3. On infonnation and belief, Complainant therefore believes Respondent

Newegg’s Accused Product to be imported from China.
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P. PhunkeeDuck

182. On information and belief, motorized self-balancing vehicles that infringe the

‘278 patent and/or violate Section 337(a)(l)(A) are imported, sold for importation and/or sold

within the United States after importation by Respondent PhunkeeDuck. The packaging in

which Respondent PhunkeeDuck’s unlawful motorized self-balancing vehicle is sold

demonstrate is marked “Made in China.” See Ex. 17, Gault Declaration 1[1l2l-22.

Q. Powerboard

l83. On information and belief, motorized self-balancing vehicles that infringe the

‘278 patent are imported, sold for importation and/or sold within the United States after

importation by Respondent Powerboard. On information and belief, the product, product

packaging, and shipping packaging do not include a country of origin marking and do not

otherwise indicate the country in which the Powerboard “2 Wheel Self Balancing Scooter”

products were manufactured. See Ex. l7, Gault Declaration 1|1l23-26. However, the

amazon.com listings in Exhibit J-l for the Powerboard “2 Wheel Self Balancing Scooter”

products state “Origin: China” in the “Product Details.” See id. 1]26.

R. Shareconn

184. On information and belief, motorized self-balancing vehicles that infringe the

‘278 patent and/or violate Section 337(a)(l)(A) are imported, sold for importation and/or sold

within the United States after importation by Respondent Shareconn. On information and belief,

the product listings, packaging in which unlawful motorized self-balancing vehicles are sold,

and/or Accused Products themselves fail to state the country of origin of Respondent

Shareconn’s Accused Products. See Ex. l7, Gault Declaration 1[1[27-29. However, the power

supply provided with Respondent Shareconn’s Accused Products is marked “Made in China.”

See Ex. l7, Gault Decl.1l 29, Gault Ex. K-3. Moreover, on information and belief, Complainants
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are unaware of any motorized self-balancing vehicles being manufactured in the United States.

See Ex. 59, Chen Declaration 1i3. On information and belief, Complainant therefore believes

Respondent Shareconn’s Accused Product to be imported from China.

S. Chenduoxing _

185. On information and belief, motorized self-balancing vehicles that infringe the

‘278 patent and/or violate Section 337(a)(l )(A) are imported, sold for importation and/or sold

within the United States after importation by Respondent Chenduoxing. On information and

belief, Respondent Alibaba acts as Respondent Chenduoxing’s agent in these transactions.

Respondent Chenduoxing is located in China, states on its products listing that the Accused

Products are shipped from China to the United States, and has sold unlawful motorized self

balancing vehicles for importation into the United States. See Ex. 17, Gault Declaration fllfil51

52; Ex. 53. In addition, Respondent Chenduoxing had a booth at the 2016 CES in Las Vegas,

Nevada where it displayed its unlawful motorized self-balancing vehicles that on information

and belief were imported into the United States. See Ex. 59, Chen Declaration 1]7; Ex. 145 at ll

T. Jomo

186. On information and belief, motorized self-balancing vehicles that infringe the

‘278 patent and/or violate Section 337(a)(l)(A) are imported, sold for importation, sold within

the United States after importation, and maintained as inventory in the United States by

Respondent Jomo. On infonnation and belief, Respondent Alibaba acts as Respondent Jomo’s

agent in these transactions. The packaging in which Respondent Jomo’s unlawful motorized

self-balancing vehicle is sold is marked “Made in China.” See Ex. 17, Gault Declaration 111]41

42. Correspondence from Respondent Jomo indicates that its Accused Products are made in

China and warehoused in the United States. See id.
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U. RMT

187. On information and belief, motorized self-balancing vehicles that infringe the

‘278 patent and/or violate Section 337(a)(l)(A) are imported, sold for importation and/or sold

within the United States after importation by Respondent RMT. On information and belief,

Respondent Alibaba acts as Respondent RMT’s agent in these transactions. The packaging in

which Respondent RMT’s unlawful motorized self-balancing vehicle is sold is marked “Made in

China.” See Ex. 17, Gault Declaration 111]43-44.

V. Supersun l

188. On information and belief, motorized self-balancing vehicles that infringe the

‘278 patent and/or violate Section 337(a)(l)(A) are imported, sold for importation and/or sold

within the United States after importation by Respondent Supersun. On information and belief,

Respondent Alibaba acts as Respondent Supersun’s agent in these transactions. Respondent

Supersun is located in China, states on its products listing that the Accused Products are shipped

from China to the United States, and has sold unlawful motorized self-balancing vehicles for

importation into the United States. See Ex. l7, Gault Declaration 1]53-54; Ex. 61. In addition,

Respondent Supersun had a booth at the 2016 CES in Las Vegas, Nevada where it displayed its

unlawful motorized self-balancing vehicles that on information and belief were imported into the

United States. See Ex. 59, Chen Declaration 1]6.

W. Skque

189. On information and belief, motorized self-balancing vehicles that infringe the

‘278 patent and/or violate Section 337(a)(l)(A) are imported, sold for importation and/or sold

within the United States after importation by Respondent Skque. The shipping label on the

packaging in which Respondent Skque’s unlawful motorized self-balancing vehicles are sold

demonstrate that they are shipped from China. See Ex. 17, Gault Declaration 111]30-31.
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X. Spaceboard

190. On information and belief, motorized self-balancing vehicles that infringe the

‘278 patent and/or violate Section 337(a)(1)(A) are imported, sold for importation and/or sold

within the United States after importation by Respondent Spaceboard. On information and

belief, the product listings, packaging in which unlawful motorized self-balancing vehicle is

sold, and/or Accused Products themselves fail to state the country of origin of Respondent

Spaceboard’s Accused Products. See Ex. 17, Gault Declaration 1H]32-33. However, the power

supply and battery provided with Respondent Spaceboard’s Accused Products are marked “Made

in China.” See Ex. 17, Gault Decl. 1]33, Gault Ex. M-3. Moreover, on information and belief,

Complainants are unaware of any motorized self-balancing vehicles being manufactured in the

United States. See Ex. 59, Chen Declaration 1]3. . On information and belief, Complainant

therefore believes Respondent Spaceboard’s Accused Product to be imported from China.

Y. Swagway I

191. On information and belief, motorized self-balancing vehicles that infringe the

‘278 patent and/or violate Section 337(a)(1)(A) are imported, sold for importation and/or sold

within the United States after importation by Respondent Swagway. The packaging in which

Respondent Swagway’s unlawful motorized self-balancing vehicle is sold is marked “Made in

China.” See Ex. l 17, McLean Declaration 1]1l4-5.

Z. Twizzle

192. On information and belief, motorized self-balancing vehicles that infringe the

‘278 patent and/or violate Section 337(a)(l)(A) are imported, sold for importation and/or sold

within the United States after importation by Respondent Twizzle. The packaging in which

Respondent Twizz1e’s unlawful motorized self-balancing vehicle is sold is marked with China as

the country of origin. See Ex. 17, Gault Declaration 111]34-36.
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AA. Uwheels

193. On information and belief, motorized self-balancing vehicles that infringe the

‘278 patent are imported, sold for importation and/or sold within the United States after

importation by Respondent Uwheels. The packaging in which Respondent Uwheels’s unlawful

motorized self-balancing vehicle is sold is marked “Made in China.” See Ex. 17, Gault

Declaration 111]37-38.

IX. CLASSIFICATION OF THE ACCUSED PRODUCTS UNDER
THE HARMONIZED TARIFF SCHEDULE OF THE UNITED STATES

194. On information and belief, the products at issue may be classified under at least

the following heading of the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States: 8711.90.0000

and 9503.00.0090.

X. THE DOMESTIC INDUSTRY

195. A domestic industry, as defined by 19 U.S.C. §§ l337(a)(1)(A) and

1337(a)(2)-(3), exists by virtue of Razor’s and lnventist’s significant investment in plant and

equipment and employment of labor or capital for U.S. activities directed to their respective

Hovertrax, as well as their substantial investment in the exploitation of the ‘278 patent, through

engineering, research and development, and licensing activities in the United States. See

Confidential Exs. 2C, 180C. Inventist also granted Razor the sole and exclusive right and license

to use the trademark Hovertrax in connection with the Razor Hovertrax; Inventist also retains the

right to use the trademark Hovertrax. See Confidential Ex. 2C.

A. The Technical Prong

1. Inventist

196. Shane Chen, through his company, Inventist, practices the ‘278 patent in the

United States through its Hovertrax line. A physical sample of the Inventist Hovertrax and its
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packaging are included as Physical Exhibit 26. A claim chart applying intendent claim 1 of the

‘278 patent to the representative Inventist Hovertrax is included as Exhibit 146.

197. In addition, Inventist continues to exploit the invention in the ‘278 patent and

plans to release new versions of the Inventist Hovertrax that will practice the ‘278 patent in the

United States.

2. Razor

198. Razor practices the ‘278 patent in the United States through its Hovertrax line. A

physical sample of the Razor Hovertrax and its packaging are included as Physical Exhibit 27. A

claim chart applying intendent claim 1 of the ‘278 patent to the representative Razor Hovertrax is

included as Exhibit 147.

l99. ln addition, Razor continues to exploit the invention in the ‘278 patent and is in

the process of finalizing a new version of the Razor Hovertrax that will practice the ‘278 patent

in the United States.

B. The Economic Prong ‘

200. To showcase the invention underlying the ‘278 patent at the New York Toy Fair,

Inventist owner and inventor Shane Chen, along with other Inventist employees, designed,

developed, tested and improved early versions of the Inventist Hovertrax, and displayed these

products at consumer product shows. See Confidential Ex. 148C, Declaration of Shane Chen

1l1ll2-14.

201. After receiving strong interest in the Hovertrax prototype at these shows,

Inventist took its invention directly to consumers, launching a Kickstaiter campaign to raise

funds to further commercialize the technology in the ‘278 patent. See Id. W l3-15; Ex. 149,

Kickstarter Campaign. Through this Kickstarter campaign, Inventist raised approximately

$85,000 to invest in developing and producing the Inventist Hovertrax. See Ex. 148C, Chen
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Declaration W 13; Ex. 149. Inventist continued to work on a mass-market version of the

Inventist Hovertrax prototype and began selling the Inventist Hovertrax in June of 2014. See

Ex. l48C, Chen Declaration 1H]15; Ex. 150, Kickstarter Campaign Updates.

202. By summer 2015, interest from consumer products companies in Inventist’s

Hovertrax and the ‘278 patent was very high. See Ex. 148C, Chen Declaration 1]1l10. As the

result of negotiations with interested parties, Shane Chen and lnventist entered into a license

agreement with Razor for certain exclusive rights to the ‘278 patent. Razor began its efforts to

design, develop and commercialize new Hovertrax using the technology protected in the ‘278

patent. Under that agreement, both Inventist and Razor would continue to design, develop, and

sell Hovertrax, with Inventist Hovertrax directed to the “high end” of the market, while Razor

focused on developing less expensive, mass-market Hovertrax. See Confidential Ex. 2C.

203. As discussed in the paragraphs that follow, both Inventist and Razor continue to

dedicate considerable resources in the United States to design, develop, improve and support

their respective Hovertrax. Inventist’s and Razor’s significant and substantial efforts directed to

the Hovertrax and exploitation of the ‘278 patent establish the existence of a domestic industry,

and a domestic industry in the process of being established, under Sections 337(a)(1)(A) and

(=1)(3)

1. Inventist

204. An industry exists in the United States by virtue of Inventist’s investments

directed to its Hovertrax that practice the ‘278 patent. Shane Chen, through his company,

lnventist, conducts extensive activities in the United States directed to its Hovertrax at its

headquarters in Camas, Washington. See Confidential Ex. 180C. These activities include, but

are not limited to, engineering, research and development, design, prototyping, quality control,

testing, warranty and technical support, repair, and customer service, as well as licensing.
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Confidential Ex. 148C describes Inventist’s activities in the United States directed to the

Hovertrax in greater detail.

a) Significant Investment in Plant and Equipment

205. Inventist’s investments in its facilities, including plant space, rent, operating

expenses, and leasehold improvements, for conducting activities directed to the Hovertrax are set

forth in Confidential Ex. 148C.

206. Additionally, Inventist uses various equipment, tools, and software in connection

with its activities involving the l-lovertrax. Inventist’s investments in the United States in

equipment utilized for activities directed’to the Hovertrax are identified in Confidential

Ex. 148C. 

b) Significant Investment in Labor and Capital

207. Confidential Ex. 148C details Inventist’s employment of labor in the United

States in connection with activities directed to the I-lovertrax and sets forth Inventist’s

expenditures for its employees’ salaries and benefits.

c) Substantial Investment in Exploitation

208. Confidential Ex. 148C details Inventist’s substantial U.S. investments in

engineering, research and development, and licensing to exploit the ‘278 patent, and details

Inventist’s plans to continue to invest significantly in these activities to exploit the ‘27'8patent

through new generations of Inventist l-lovertrax and further licensing opportunities.

209. Accordingly, Inventist’s investments in the United States in activities directed to

the Inventist Hovertrax, as described above and in Confidential Ex. 148C, demonstrate the

existence of a domestic industry as defined in Section 337(a)(l)(A) and (a)(3).
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2. Razor

210. An industry exists in the United States by virtue of Razor’s investments directed

to its I-lovertrax that practice the ‘278 patent. Razor conducts extensive activities in the United

States directed to its Hovertrax at its headquarters in Cerritos, Califomia. These activities

include, but are not limited to, product design, research and development, product engineering,

sourcing and supply chain management, merchandising and product management, quality

control, customer service, and support activities relating to the Razor Hovertrax and the ‘278

patent. Confidential Ex. 151C describes Razor’s activities in the United States directed to the

Hovertrax in greater detail.

a) Significant Investment in Plant and Equipment

21 l. Razor’s investment in its facilities, including plant space, rent, operating

expenses, and leasehold improvements, for conducting activities directed to the Hovertrax is set

forth in Confidential Ex. 151C.

212. Additionally, Razor uses various equipment, tools, and software in connection

with its activities involving the Hovertrax. Razor’s investments in the United States in

equipment utilized for activities directed to the Hoveitrax are identified in Confidential

Ex. 15 1C.

b) Significant Investment in Labor and Capital

213. Confidential Ex. 151C details Razor’s employment of labor in the United States

in connection with activities directed to the Hovertrax and sets forth Razor’s expenditures for its

employees’ salaries and benefits.

c) Substantial Investment in Exploitation

214. Confidential Ex. 151C details Razor’s activities and investments directed to

exploitation of the ‘278 patent through engineering and research and development, and details
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Razor’s plans to continue to invest significantly in a next-generation Razor Hovertrax that

exploits the licensed ‘Z78patent.

215. Accordingly, Razor’s investments in the United States in activities directed to the

Razor Hovertrax, as described above and in Confidential Ex. 164C, demonstrate the existence of

a domestic industry under Section 337(a)(l)(A) and (a)(3).

d) Domestic Industry in the Process of Being Established

216. With respect to the next generation Hovertrax, a domestic industry that exploits

the Asserted Patent is in the process of being established. Razor’s significant and substantial

investments in plant and equipment, significant employment of labor and capital and substantial

investments in the exploitation of Asserted Patent relating to the next generation Hovertrax

through engineering, and research and development constitute necessary and tangible steps to

establish a domestic industry in the United States. See Confidential Ex. 15l C.

217. Razor has developed pre-production samples of the next generation Hovertrax

2.0, which is undergoing UL certification before mass-production begins. Images of Hoveitax

2.0 are shown below. Razor has also taken qualifying and tangible steps in the United States to

develop Hovertrax 3.0 and anticipates mass-production and sale of this product in the United
»

States by late 2016.
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XI. INJURY TO THE DOMESTIC INDUSTRY

218. An industry relating to Complainants’ Hovertrax that are the subject of

Respondents’ unfair acts exists in the United States as required under Section 337(a)(l)(A)(i)

and is set forth in Section X, supra. Consequently, as discussed in Section XII, infia, issuance of

a GEO under Section 337(d)(2) is a necessary and appropriate remedy if a violation is found.

A. Injury from Unfair Methods of Competition and Unfair Acts

219. Unfair methods of competition and unfair acts by certain Respondents in the

importation into the United States of Accused Products that are falsely-advertised as being UL

certified, or containing Samsung- or LG-branded batteries, have the threat or effect of causing

substantial injury to Complainants’ industry in the United States, or prevention of the

establishment of that industry, by causing lost sales to Complainants —whose hoverboards are

the only authorized products authorized to practice the ‘278 patent in the United States — and

suppression of overall U.S. demand for hoverboards.
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220. With respect to lost sales, Complainants and Respondents sell the Hovertrax and

the Accused Products through the same or similar channels of distribution (including brick and

mortar retail outlets and online marketplaces) and at similar price points. Given that only

Complainants’ products are authorized to practice the ‘278 patent in the United States, and that

the Accused Products and those of Complainants are sold in the same or similar channels of

distribution, at similar price points, with Respondents often underselling Complainants,

Respondents’ sales resulting from unfair methods of competition or unfair acts have all been and

are likely to continue to be at Complainants’ expense.

221. With respect to the reputational harm, many of the Accused Products, on

information and belief, are poorly made and unsafe. There have been many reported examples

of infringing hoverboards —bearing counterfeit UL marks and/or similar UL designations ——

catching fire, exploding, and causing injury and property damage. On January 20, 2016, the

CPSC issued a press release stating that it “is looking into dozens of fires involving

hoverboards” as a “priority investigation” and “is devoting the staff time and resources necessary

mfimflwmmcwwmfimema?Exlfl.MmwwnmammmwmmmmmgmeUNCk

concerns and motivation for itsinvestigation, CPSC Chairman Elliot F. Kaye “highlight[ed]”

UL’s press release confirming no UL certification for hoverboard products. Chairman Kaye

fuflhercaufioned

At this time, the presence of a UL mark on hoverboards or their
packaging should not be an indication to consumers of the
product’s safety. In fact, any such mark is at best misleading and
may even be a sign of a counterfeit product.

Iix. 75.

222. The well-publicized safety problems consumers experience with mislabeled

infringing Accused Products that bear counterfeit UL marks have the threat or effect of causing
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substantial injury to Complainants’ industry in the United States, or preventing the establishment

of that industry, by suppressing overall U.S. consumer demand for hoverboards, including

genuine Razor and lnventist Hovertrax. On information and belief, consumer demand for

motorized self-balancing vehicles has already been significantly suppressed by Respondents’

faulty and mislabeled, which have resulted in adverse news reports in which hoverboards are

described as unsafe. Razor and lnventist, as the sole authorized sellers of hoverboards that

practice the ‘278 patent, are threatened with substantial injury by the reputational damage

Respondents are causing to the U.S. market for motorized self-balancing vehicle market

generally. The actual and likely reduction of U.S. consumer demand for these products, by

reason of Respondents unfair acts, diminishes and threatens to diminish Razor and lnventist sales

of self-balancing vehicles.

223. In addition, the use of counterfeit Samsung or LG battery branding, and

misrepresentation of the origin or quality of batteries included in the accused motorized self

balancing vehicles, may induce consumers to purchase infringing motorized self-balancing

vehicles from Respondents in the mistaken belief they are safe and use high-quality components,

with the threat or effect of lost sales to Complainants’ Hovertrax.

224. The use of mislabeled, substandard batteries in Respondents’ Accused Products

has also led, and is likely to lead, to potentially dangerous product failures, which is likely to

have the threat or effect of suppressing overall U.S. demand for hoverboard products, at the

expense of Complainants. During the most recent 2015 holiday season, United States Customs

and Border Protection (“CBP”) expressed serious concerns over the safety of such counterfeit or

falsely-advertised batteries, which prompted heightened vigilance:

U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) and other federal
agencies are diligently working to protect the American
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consumers, allowing them to shop with confidence. CBP’s
enforcement efforts have led to the seizure of 164 hoverboards
with fake batteries or other counterfeit marks. . . .

CBP is working closely with partner Federal regulatory agencies to
target the counterfeit lithium ion batteries that power some of these
hoverboards. CBP’s Commercial Targeting and Analysis Center
(CTAC) has issued alerts to CBP field personnel to closely inspect
these products and root out dangerous and hazardous counterfeits.

Ex. 168. 

225. There is considerable evidence that the sale in the United States of unfairly-traded

hoverboards, falsely-advertised as UL certified and/or as containing Samsung- or LG-branded

batteries, is already having the effect of suppressing U.S. demand for hoverboard products. At

least one prominent consumer electronics review website, CNET, has urged consumers to “think

twice” about buying self-balancing scooters. Ex. 154. CBP has recognized that “[c]ounterfeit

and pirated products threaten our economic security by hurting legitimate businesses who invest

significant resources into manufacturing safe, quality products.” Ex. 153.

226. In sum, Complainants’ industry in the United States is therefore experiencing and

threatened with substantial injury, and/or the prevention of its establishment, by lost sales of

Razor and Inventist Hovertrax to unfairly traded imports from Respondents. The reputational

damage Respondents are causing to overall U.S. demand for motorized self-balancing vehicles

generally, due to the importation of mislabeled and often unsafe Accused Products, also has the

threat or effect of causing substantial injury to Complainants’ domestic industry. The actual and

likely future diminishment of U.S. consumer demand for these products, by reason of

Respondents’ and others’ unfair.acts, has the threat or effect of causing substantial injtu'y to

Complainants’ U.S. industry, or preventing its establishment, by suppressing U.S. sales of

authorized Inventist and Razor self-balancing vehicles.
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227. In addition, Inventist relies on licensing revenues generated from the sale of

Razor Hovertrax. See Confidential Ex. 2C. Inventist earns a royalty for each sale of Razor

Hovertrax. To the extent that Razor’s sale of licensed Hovertrax are lower than they otherwise

would have been, due to Respondents’ unfair acts of mislabeling, this has the threat or effect of

causing substantial injury to Inventist’s industry in the United States through the loss of licensing

revenues. The loss of these revenues threatens to cause substantial injury to Inventist by

diminishing its capacity of Inventist to develop its own new-generation Hovertrax in the United

States.

B. Respondent-specific Injury Caused by the Sale of
Articles That are the Subject of Unfair Methods of Competition

228. First, on information and belief, Respondents’ violations of the Lanham Act in

connection with their sale of Accused Products have enabled them to capture U.S. sales of

motorized self-balancing vehicles at the expense of Complainants’ sales of Hovertrax, and U.S.

sales by Respondents of the Accused Products are likely to lead to lost Hovertrax sales in the

future. The Accused Products compete with Complainants’ Hovertrax in the United States in

many ofthe same channels ofdistribution. See Exs. 50; 52; 64; 66; 155; I56. On information

and belief, Complainants have lost sales to both lower- and higher-priced Accused Products.

Higher-priced Accused Product sales have come at the expense of both the (lower-priced) Razor

Hovertrax and the (higher-priced) Inventist Hovertrax. Irrespective of price, all sales of the

Accused Products necessarily come at the expense of Complainants, whose domestic industry

Hovertrax are the only products authorized to practice the ‘278 patent. Complainants’ lost sales,

and likely future lost sales, by reason of Respondents’ misrepresentations and mislabeling, are

causing and threaten to cause substantial present and likely future injury to the Inventist and

Razor domestic industry, or prevent the establishment of that domestic industry.
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229. Second, Respondents’ unfair acts in connection with the importation and sale in

the United States of the Accused Products have caused substantial injury and threaten to cause

substantial future injury to Complainants by damaging U.S. demand for hoverboard products

generally and, by extension, Complainants’ Hovertrax. Complainants are the sole authorized

sellers of hover boards in the U.S. market. Respondents’ sales of unauthorized, unsafe and

mislabeled Accused Products in the United States have the threat or effect of causing U.S.

consumers to associate hover board products with unsafe batteries and dangerous malfunctions.

Complainants have invested heavily in designing, developing, and producing authentic

Hovertrax, inventing and creating the U.S. and global market for these products. See

Confidential Ex. 148C; Confidential Ex. 151C. The reputational hann caused by Respondent to

the hoverboard market segment generally has the threat or effect of causing substantial injury to

Complainants U.S. industry, or preventing its establishment, by reducing overall U.S. demand

for hoverboards, leading to the reduction in consumer demand for Complainants’ products as

well. The destructive effect of Respondents’ unfair acts on overall U.S. market demand and

goodwill for hoverboards threatens Complainants’ ability to obtain a retum on existing

investments, and to design, develop and sell new Hovertrax in the future. These harms to the

hoverboard market are, therefore, causing and threaten to cause substantial present and likely

future injury to the Inventist and Razor domestic industry, and to prevent the establishment of

that domestic industries in the future.

230. Given the facts and circumstances of this industry, a GEO is necessary to provide

Complainants with meaningful relief. On information and belief, there exists substantial foreign

manufacturing capacity to sell and import large volumes of unauthorized and mislabeled

hoverboards to the United States, and it is difficult to identify the source of these products.
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These factors, which are discussed in greater detail in Section XII, infra, support the issuance of

a GEO, which is necessary to remedy the threat or effect of substantial injury to Complainants’

domestic industry, or the prevention of its establishment, caused by imports of unauthorized

Accused Products.

1. Alibaba

231. Respondent Alibaba’s U.S. sales of Accused Products falsely-advertised as

containing branded Samsung or LG batteries, either directly or as an agent for its seller

customers, including Respondents Jomo, RMT and Supersun, have the threat or effect of causing

substantial injury to, or preventing the establishment of, Complainants’ industry in the United

States. See supra, Sec. VI.B.2.a), Sec. VIII.A. Such injury is likely as a consequence of

Respondent A1ibaba’s false advertisement that the Accused Products contain branded Samsung

or LG batteries because U.S. consumers are likely to erroneously conclude that these falsely

advertised Accused Products are safe, by reason of Samsung’s and/or LG’s reputation for quality

and safety, leading to U.S. consumers to purchase Alibaba Accused Products instead of Razor or

lnventist Hovertrax. That Respondent Alibaba falsely and explicitly Samsung- and/or LG

branded batteries in conjunction with the sale of Accused Products is itself a clear indication that

it believes that U.S. consumers are relatively more likely to purchase Accused Products labelled

as having Samsung- or LG-branded batteries, and is itself probative of actual consumer

deception. I

232. Razor and Alibaba sell motorized self-balancing vehicles through similar

channels of distribution, with a heavy reliance on online sales. Alibaba’s direct involvement in

supplying the U.S. market with Accused Products through its online market place has been

widely reported:
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Thanks to Chinese e-commerce giants like Alibaba, placing a bulk
order to get a product manufactured in China is easier than it has
ever been in history. Through Alibabacom, which lets wholesalers
purchase bulk orders of almost anything, absolutely anyone can
order ready-made hoverboards, priced as low as $130, from a
manufacturer or trader in China. These wholesale boards can be
branded with whatever name the buyer chooses, then shipped to
destinations all over the world.

Alibaba will even loan US small businesses as much as $300,000
to place an order for made-in-China goods.

Ex. 119 (emphasis added).

233. Complainants also face underselling and lost sales from Alibaba’s Accused

Products. See Ex. 73. For example, the mislabeled Alibaba Accused Products have sold at an

average price of $222 on Alibaba.com: Respondent Chenduoxing’s Accused Products sold for

$190, Respondent Jomo’s Accused Products sold for $240, Respondent RMT’s Accused

Products sold for $175, and Respondent Supersun’s Accused Products sold for $282.

Respondent Alibaba’s Accused Products therefore significantly undersell the comparable Razor

and Inventist Hovertrax, which are offered for sale in the United States for between $499 and

$1495, respectively. Compare Ex. 17, Gault Declaration 1]4l, 43, 52, 54, with Ex. 156.

234. Respondent Alibaba’s false advertisement that its Accused Products contain

Samsung- or LG-branded batteries is therefore likely to have the threat or effect of causing lost

sales to Complainants’ U.S. industry, by causing U.S. consumers erroneously to believe that the

Accused Products are safe hoverboards with branded batteries, causing U.S. consumers to

purchase the Accused Products instead of Complainants’ Hovertrax, which are the only

authorized motorized self-balancing vehicles for sale in the United States. The inclusion of this

false advertising by Alibaba demonstrates an intent to confuse U.S. consumers as to the origin of

the batteries in in the Accused Products and is itself probative of actual consumer confusion. In
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addition, diminished U.S. consumer demand for hoverboard products generally by reason of

Respondent Alibaba’s unfair acts and sale of unsafe products in the United States, has the threat

or effect of causing substantial injury to Complainants’ U.S. industry, or preventing its

establishment.

2. Contixo
J

235. Respondent Contixo’s U.S. sales of Accused Products falsely-advertised as being

UL-certified have the threat or effect of causing substantial injury to, or preventing the

establishment of, Complainants’ industry in the United States. See supra, Sec. VI.B.l.a), Sec.

VIII.C. Such injury is likely as a consequence of Respondent Contixo’s false advertisement that

the Accused Products comply with UL standards because U.S. consumers are likely to

erroneously conclude that these falsely-advertised Accused Products are safe, by reason of UL’s

reputation as a quality testing organization. This erroneous conclusion is likely to lead U.S.

consumers to purchase Contixo Accused Products instead of Razor or lnventist Hovertrax. That

Respondent Contixo falsely and explicitly advertised UL certification in conjunction with the

sale of Accused Products is itself a clear indication that it believes that U.S. consumers are

relatively more likely to purchase Accused Products with a UL certification, and is itself

probative of actual consumer deception.

236. Complainants also face underselling and lost sales from Contixo’s Accused

Products as Contixo promotes and sells the Accused Products online and at tradeshows, as

Complainants do. For example, the Contixo Accused Products have sold for $249, underselling

the comparable Razor Hovertrax, which ordinarily sell in the United States for approximately

$499-599. Compare Ex. l7, Gault Declaration 1]2, with Ex. 156.

237. Respondent Contixo’s false advertisement that its Accused Products are UL

certified is therefore likely to have the threat or effect of causing lost sales to Complainants’ U.S
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industry, which is the source for the only authorized motorized self-balancing vehicles in the

United States. In addition, diminished U.S. consumer demand for hoverboard products

generally, and thereby harm to demand for Hovertrax, by reason of Respondent Contixo’s unfair

acts, has the threat or effect of causing substantial injury to Complainants’ U.S. industry, or

preventing its establishment.

3. HoverTech

238. Respondent HoverTech’s U.S. sales of Accused Products falsely-advertised as

being UL-certified and as containing branded Samsung or LG batteries have the threat or effect

of causing substantial injury to, or preventing the establishment of, Complainants’ industry in the

United States. See supra, Sec. VI.B.1.b), Vl.B.2.b), Sec. VIII.G. Such injury is likely as a

consequence of Respondent HoverTech’s false advertisement that the Accused Products comply

with UL standards and contain branded Samsung or LG batteries because U.S. consumers are

likely to conclude, erroneously, that these falsely-advertised Accused Products are safe, by

reason of UL’s reputation as a quality testing organization and Samsung’s and/or LG’s

reputation for quality and safety. This erroneous conclusion is likely to lead U.S. consumers to

purchase HoverTech Accused Products instead of Razor or Inventist Hovertrax. That

Respondent HoverTech falsely and explicitly advertised UL certification and Samsung- and/or

LG-branded batteries in conjunction with the sale of Accused Products is itself a clear indication

that it believes that U.S. consumers are relatively more likely to purchase Accused Products with

a UL certification and/or Samsung- or LG-branded batteries, and is itself probative of actual

consumer deception.

239. Complainants also face underselling and lost sales from HoverTech’s Accused

Products as HoverTech promotes and sells the Accused Products online and through

amazon.com, as Complainants do. For example, the HoverTech Accused Products have sold for
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$459 and $549, underselling the comparable Razor Hovertrax, which ordinarily sell in the United

States for approximately $499-599. Compare Ex. 17, Gault Declaration 1]7, with Ex. 156.

240. Respondent HoverTech’s false advertisement that its Accused Products are UL

certified and contain Samsung- or LG-branded batteries is therefore likely to have the threat or

effect of causing lost sales to Complainants’ U.S. industry, which is the source for the only

authorized motorized self-balancing vehicles in the United States. In addition, diminished U.S.

consumer demand for hoverboard products generally, and thereby harm to demand for

Hovertrax, by reason of Respondent HoverTech’s unfair acts, has the threat or effect of causing

substantial injury to Complainants’ U.S. industry, or preventing its establishment.

4. Joy Hoverboard

241. Respondent Joy Hoverboard’s U.S. sales of Accused Products falsely-advertised

as containing branded Samsung or LG batteries have the threat or effect of causing substantial

injury to, or preventing the establishment of, Complainants’ industry in the United States. See

supra, Sec. VI.B.2.c), Sec. VIII.K. Such injury is likely as a consequence of Respondent Joy

Hoverb0ard’s false advertisement that the Accused Products contain branded Samsung or LG

batteries because U.S. consumers are likely to conclude, erroneously, that these falsely

advertised Accused Products are safe, by reason of Samsung’s and/or LG’s reputation for quality

and safety. This erroneous conclusion is likely to lead U.S. consumers to purchase Joy

Hoverboard Accused Products instead of Razor or Inventist Hovertrax. That Respondent Joy

Hoverboard falsely and explicitly advertised Samsung- and/or LG-branded batteries in

conjunction with the sale of Accused Products is itself a clear indication that it believes that U.S.

consumers are relatively more likely to purchase Accused Products with Samsung- or LG

branded batteries, and is itself probative of actual consumer deception.
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242. Complainants also face underselling and lost sales from Joy Hoverboard’s

Accused Products as Joy Hoverboard promotes and sells the Accused Products online and

through amazon.com, as Complainants do. For example, the Joy Hoverboard Accused Products

have sold for $399.99 and $424, underselling the comparable Razor Hovertrax, which ordinarily

sell in the United States for approximately $499-599. Compare Ex. 17, Gault Declaration 1]13,

with Ex. 156.

243. Respondent Joy Hoverboard’s false advertisement that its Accused Products

contain Samsung- or LG-branded batteries is therefore likely to have the threat or effect of

causing lost sales to Complainants’ U.S. industry, which is the source for the only authorized

motorized self-balancing vehicles in the United States. In addition, diminished U.S. consumer

demand for hoverboard products generally, and thereby harm to demand for Hovertrax, by

reason of Respondent Joy Hoverboard’s unfair acts, has the threat or effect of causing substantial

injury to Complainants’ U.S. industry, or preventing its establishment.

5. Leray

244. Respondent Leray’s U.S. sales of Accused Products falsely-advertised as

containing branded Samsung or LG batteries have the threat or effect of causing substantial

injury to, or preventing the establishment of, Complainants’ industry in the United States. See

supra, Sec. VI.B.2.d), Sec. VIII.M. Such injury is likely as a consequence of Respondent

Leray’s false advertisement that the Accused Products contain branded Samsung or LG batteries

because U.S. consumers are likely to conclude, erroneously, that these falsely-advertised

Accused Products are safe, by reason of Samsung’s and/or LG’s reputation for quality and

safety. This erroneous conclusion is likely to lead U.S. consumers to purchase Leray Accused

Products instead of Razor or Inventist Hovertrax. That Respondent Leray falsely and explicitly

advertised Samsung- and/or LG-branded batteries in conjunction with the sale of Accused
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Products is itself a clear indication that it believes that U.S. consumers are relatively more likely

to purchase Accused Products with Samsung- or LG-branded batteries, and is itself probative of

actual consumer deception.

245. Complainants also face underselling and lost sales from Leray’s Accused

Products as Leray promotes and sells the Accused Products online and through amazon.com, as

Complainants do. For example, the Leray Accused Products have sold for $469.99, underselling

mmmmm%kRumHwflm&wMwommmWmflmmflhkdfiwsfimwmmmmw

$499-599. Compare Ex. l7, Gault Declaration 1]19, with Ex. 156. .

246. Respondent Leray’s false advertisement that its Accused Products contain

Samsung- or LG-branded batteries is therefore likely to have the threat or effect of causing lost

sales to Complainants’ U.S. industry, which is the source for the only authorized motorized self

balancing vehicles in the United States. In addition diminished U.S. consumer demand for

hoverboard products generally, and thereby hann to demand for Hovertrax, by reason of

Respondent Leray’s unfair acts, has the threat or effect of causing substantial injury to

Complainants’ U.S. industry, or preventing its establishment.

6. M0dell’s

247. Respondent Modell’s U.S. sales of Accused Products falsely-advertised as being

UL-certified and as containing branded Samsung or LG batteries have the threat or effect of

causing substantial injury to, or preventing the establishment of, Complainants’ industry in the

United States. See supra, Sec. VI.B.l.c), Sec. VI.B.2.e), Sec. VlII.N. Such injury is likely as a

consequence of Respondent Modell’s’s false advertisement that the Accused Products comply

with UL standards and contain branded Samsung or LG batteries because U.S. consumers are

likely to conclude, erroneously, that these falsely-advertised Accused Products are safe, by

reason of UL’s reputation as a quality testing organization and Samsung’s and/or LG’s
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reputation for quality and safety. This erroneous conclusion is likely to lead U.S. consumers to

purchase Modell’s Accused Products instead of Razor or Inventist Hovertrax. That Respondent

Modell’s falsely and explicitly advertised UL certification and Samsung- and/or LG-branded

batteries in conjunction with the sale of Accused Products is itself a clear indication that it

believes that U.S. consumers are relatively more likely to purchase Accused Products with a UL

certification and Samsung- or LG-branded batteries, and is itself probative of actual consumer

deception.

248. Complainants also face underselling and lost sales from Modell’s’ Accused

Products as Modell’s promotes and sells the Accused Products online and in brick-and-mortar

retail stores, as Complainants do. For example, the Modell’s Accused Products have sold for

$399.99, underselling the comparable Razor Hovertrax, which ordinarily sell in the United States

for approximately $499-599. Compare Ex. ll7, McLean Declaration 1[4, with Ex. 156.

249. Respondent Modell’s false advertisement thatits Accused Products are UL

certified and contain Samsung- or LG-branded batteries is therefore likely to have the threat or

effect of causing lost sales to Complainants’ U.S. industry, which is the source for the only

authorized motorized self-balancing vehicles in the United States. In addition, diminished U.S.

consumer demand for hoverboard products generally, and thereby hami to demand for

Hovertrax, by reason of Respondent Modell’s’s unfair acts, has the threat or effect of causing

substantial injury to Complainants’ U.S. industry, or preventing its establishment.

7. PhunkeeDuck

250. Respondent PhunkeeDuck’s U.S. sales of Accused Products falsely-advertised as

s containing branded Samsung or LG batteries have the threat or effect of causing substantial

injury to, or preventing the establishment of, Complainants’ industry in the United States. See

supra, Sec. VIII.P. Such injury is likely as a consequence of Respondent PhunkeeDuck’s false
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advertisement that the Accused Products contain branded Samsung or LG batteries because U.S.

consumers are likely to conclude, erroneously, that these falsely-advertised Accused Products are

safe, by reason of Samsung’s and/or LG’s reputation for quality and safety. This erroneous

conclusion is likely to lead U.S. consumers to purchase PhunkeeDuck Accused Products instead

of Razor or Inventist Hovertrax. That Respondent PhunkeeDuck falsely and explicitly

advertised Samsung- and/or LG-branded batteries in conjunction with the sale of Accused

Products is itself a clear indication that it believes that U.S. consumers are relatively more likely

to purchase Accused Products with Samsung- or LG-branded batteries, and is itself probative of

actual consumer deception.

251. Complainants also face underselling and lost sales from PhunkeeDuck’s Accused

Products as PhunkeeDuck promotes and sells the Accused Products online and directly to end

users, as Complainants do. On information and belief, the PhunkeeDuck Accused Products have

sold for $1,499, redirecting sales from the comparably priced Inventist Hovertrax, which

ordinarily sell in the United States for approximately $1,495. Compare Ex. l7, Gault

Declaration 1]21, with Ex. 155.

252. Respondent PhunkeeDuck’s false advertisement that its Accused Products contain

Samsung- or LG-branded batteries is therefore likely to have the threat or effect of causing lost

sales to Complainants’ U.S. industry, which is the source for the only authorized motorized self

balancing vehicles in the United States. In addition, diminished U.S. consumer demand for

hoverboard products generally, and thereby ham to demand for Hovertrax, by reason of

Respondent PhunkeeDuck unfair acts, has the threat or effect of causing substantial injury to

Complainants’ U.S. industry, or preventing its establishment.
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8. Shareconn

253. Respondent Shareconn’s U.S. sales of Accused Products falsely-advertised as

being UL-certified have the threat or effect of causing substantial injury to, or preventing the

establishment of, Complainants’ industry in the United States. See supra, Sec. VI.B. l .d), Sec.

VIlI.R. Such injury is likely as a consequence of Respondent Shareconn’s false advertisement

that the Accused Products comply with UL standards because U.S. consumers are likely to

conclude, erroneously, that these falsely-advertised Accused Products are safe, by reason of

UL’s reputation as a quality testing organization. This erroneous conclusion is likely to lead U.S.

consumers to purchase Shareconn Accused Products instead of Razor or Inventist Hovertrax.

That Respondent Shareconn falsely and explicitly advertised UL certification in conjunction with

the sale of Accused Products is itself a clear indication that it believes that U.S. consumers are

relatively more likely to purchase Accused Products with a UL certification, and is itself

probative of actual consumer deception.

254. Complainants also face underselling and lost sales from Shareconn’s Accused

Products as Shareconn promotes and sells the Accused Products online and through

amazon.com, as Complainants do. For example, the Shareconn Accused Products have sold for

$249.99 and $259.99, underselling the comparable Razor Hovertrax, which ordinarily sell in the

United States for approximately $499-599. Compare Ex. 17, Gault Declaration 1]27, with

Ex.156

255. Respondent Shareconn’s false advertisement that its Accused Products are UL

certified is therefore likely to have the threat or effect of causing lost sales to Complainants’ U.S.

industry, which is the source for the only authorized motorized self-balancing vehicles in the

United States. In addition, diminished U.S. consumer demand for hoverboard products

generally, and thereby harm to demand for Hovertrax, by reason of Respondent Shareconn’s
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unfair acts, has the threat or effect of causing substantial injury to Complainants’ U.S. industry,

or preventing its establishment.

9. Jomo

256. Respondent Jomo’s U.S. sales of Accused Products falsely-advertised as

containing branded Samsung or LG batteries have the threat or effect of causing substantial

injury to, or preventing the establishment of, Complainants’ industry in the United States. See

supra, Sec. VI.B.2.f), Sec. VIII.T. Such injury is likely as a consequence of Respondent Jomo’s

false advertisement that the Accused Products contain branded Samsung or LG batteries because

U.S. consumers are likely to conclude, erroneously, that these falsely-advertised Accused

Products are safe, by reason of Samsung’s and/or LG’s reputation for quality and safety. This

erroneous conclusion is likely to lead U.S. consumers to purchase Jomo Accused Products

instead of Razor or lnventist Hovertrax. That Respondent Jomo falsely and explicitly advertised

Samsung- and/or LG-branded batteries in conjunction with the sale of Accused Products is itself

a clear indication that it believes that U.S. consumers are relatively more likely to purchase

Accused Products with Samsung- or LG-branded batteries, and is itself probative of actual

consumer deception.

257. Complainants also face underselling and lost sales from Jomo’s Accused Products

as Jomo promotes and sells the Accused Products online, as Complainants do. For example, the

Jomo Accused Products have sold at an average price of $240, underselling the comparable

Razor Hovertrax, which ordinarily sell in the United States for approximately $499-599.

Compare Ex. l7, Gault Declaration 1141, with Ex. 156.

258. Respondent Jomo’s false advertisement that its Accused Products contain

Samsung- or LG-branded batteries is therefore likely to have the threat or effect of causing lost

sales to Complainants’ U.S. industry, which is the source for the only authorized motorized self
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balancing vehicles in the United States. In addition, diminished U.S. consumer demand for

hoverboard products generally, and thereby harm to demand for Hovertrax, by reason of

Respondent Jomo’s unfair acts, has the threat or effect of causing substantial injury to

Complainants’ U.S. industry, or preventing its establishment.

10. RMT

259. Respondent RMT’s U.S. sales of Accused Products falsely-advertised as being

UL-certified/as containing branded Samsung or LG batteries have the threat or effect of causing

substantial injury to, or preventing the establishment of, Complainants’ industry in the United

States. See supra, Sec. VI.B.2.g.), Sec. VIIl.U. Such injury is likely as a consequence of

Respondent RMT’s false advertisement that the Accused Products contain branded Samsung or

LG batteries because U.S. consumers are likely to conclude, erroneously, that these falsely

advertised Accused Products are safe, by reason of Samsung’s and/or LG’s reputation for quality

and safety. This erroneous conclusion is likely to lead U.S. consumers to purchase RMT

Accused Products instead of Razor or Inventist Hovertrax. That Respondent RMT falsely and

explicitly advertised Samsung- and/or LG-branded batteries in conjunction with the sale of

Accused Products is itself a clear indication that it believes that U.S. consumers are relatively

more likely to purchase Accused Products with Samsung- or LG-branded batteries, and is itself

probative of actual consumer deception.

' I 260. Complainants also face underselling and lost sales from RMT’s Accused Products

as RMT promotes and sells the Accused Products online, as Complainants do. For example, the

RMT Accused Products have sold at an average price of $175, underselling the comparable

Razor Hovertrax, which ordinarily sell in the United States for approximately $499-599.

Compare Ex. 17, Gault Declaration 1]43, with Ex. 156.
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261. Respondent RMT’s false advertisement that its Accused Products contain

Samsung- or LG-branded batteries is therefore likely to have the threat or effect of causing lost

sales to Complainants’ U.S. industry, which is the source for the only authorized motorized self

balancing vehicles in the United States. In addition, diminished U.S. consumer demand for

hoverboard products generally, and thereby harm to demand for Hovertrax, by reason of

Respondent RMT’s unfair acts, has the threat or effect of causing substantial injury to

Complainants’ U.S. industry, or preventing its establishment.

11. Supers un

262. Respondent Supersun’s U.S. sales of Accused Products falsely-advertised as

being UL-certified and as containing branded Samsung or LG batteries have the threat or effect

of causing substantial injury to, or preventing the establishment of, Complainants’ industry in the

United States. See supra, Sec. VI.B.1.e), Sec. VI.B.2.h), Sec. VIILV. Such injury is likely as a

consequence of Respondent Supersun’s false advertisement that the Accused Products comply

with UL standards and contain branded Samsung or LG batteries because U.S. consumers are

likely to conclude, erroneously, that these falsely-advertised Accused Products are safe, by

reason of UL’s reputation as a quality testing organization and Samsung’s and/or LG’s

reputation for quality and safety. This erroneous conclusion is likely to lead U.S. consumers to

purchase Supersun Accused Products instead of Razor or lnventist Hovertrax. That Respondent

Supersun falsely and explicitly advertised UL certification and Samsung- and/or LG-branded

batteries in conjunction with the sale of Accused Products is itself a clear indication that it

believes that U.S. consumers are relatively more likely to purchase Accused Products with a UL

certification and Samsung- or LG-branded batteries, and is itself probative of actual consumer

deception.
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263. Complainants also face underselling and lost sales from Supersun’s Accused

Products as Supersun promotes and sells the Accused Products online, as Complainants do, and

sells many of the Accused Products at the same tradeshows that Complainants use to educate

potential consumers. For example, the Supersun Accused Products have sold at an average price

of $282, underselling the comparable Razor Hovertrax, which ordinarily sell in the United States

for approximately $499-599. Compare Ex. 17, Gault Declaration 1]54, with Ex. 156.

264. Respondent Supersun’s false advertisement that its Accused Products are UL

certified and contain Samsung- or LG-branded batteries is therefore likely to have the threat or

effect of causing lost sales to Complainants’ U.S. industry, which is the source for the only

authorized motorized self-balancing vehicles in the United States. In addition, diminished U.S.

consumer demand for hoverboard products generally, and thereby harm to demand for

Hovertrax, by reason of Respondent Supersun’s unfair acts, has the threat or effect of causing

substantial injury to Complainants’ U.S. industry, or preventing its establishment.

, 12. Skque

265. Respondent Skque’s U.S. sales of Accused Products falsely-advertised as being

UL-certified/as containing branded Samsung or LG batteries have the threat or effect of causing

substantial injury to, or preventing the establishment of, Complainants’ industry in the United

States. See supra, Sec. VI.B.l.t), Sec. VI.B.2.i), Sec. VTILW. Such injury is likely as a

consequence of Respondent Skque’s false advertisement that the Accused Products comply with

UL standards and contain branded Samsung or LG batteries because U.S. consumers are likely to

conclude, erroneously, that these falsely-advertised Accused Products are safe, by reason of

UL’s reputation as a quality testing organization and Samsung’s and/or LG’s reputation for

quality and safety. This erroneous conclusion is likely to lead U.S. consumers to purchase Skque

Accused Products instead of Razor or Inventist Hovertrax. That Respondent Skque falsely and
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explicitly advertised UL certification and Samsung- and/or LG-branded batteries in conjunction

with the sale of Accused Products is itself a clear indication that it believes that U.S. consumers

are relatively more likely to purchase Accused Products with a UL certification and Samsung- or

LG-branded batteries, and is itself probative of actual consumer deception.

266. Complainants also face underselling and lost sales from Skque’s Accused

Products as Skque promotes and sells the Accused Products online and through amazon.com, as

Complainants do. For example, the Skque Accused Products have sold for $649, underselling

the comparable Inventist Hovertrax, which ordinarily sell in the United States for approximately

$1,495. Compare Ex. l7, Gault Declaration 1i30, with Ex. 155.

267. Respondent Skque’s false advertisement that its Accused Products are UL

certified and contain Samsung- or LG-branded batteries is therefore likely to have the threat or

effect of causing lost sales to Complainants’ U.S. industry, which is the source for the only

authorized motorized self-balancing vehicles in the United States. In addition, diminished U.S.

consumer demand for hoverboard products generally, and thereby harm to demand for

Hovertrax, by reason of Respondent Skque’s unfair acts, has the threat or effect of causing

substantial injury to Complainants’ U.S. industry, or preventing its establishment.

13. Spaceboard

268. Respondent Spaceboard’s U.S. sales of Accused Products falsely-advertised as

containing branded Samsung or LG batteries have the threat or effect of causing substantial

injury to, or preventing the establishment of, Complainants’ industry in the United States. See

supra, Sec. VI.B.2.j), Sec. VlIl.X. Such injury is likely as a consequence of Respondent L

Spaceboard’s false advertisement that the Accused Products contain branded Samsung or LG

batteries because U.S. consumers are likely to conclude, erroneously, that these falsely

advertised Accused Products are safe, by reason of Samsung’s and/or LG’s reputation for quality
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and safety. This erroneous conclusion is likely to lead U.S. consumers to purchase Spaceboard

Accused Products instead of Razor or Inventist Hovertrax. That Respondent Spaceboard falsely

and explicitly advertised Samsung- and/or LG-branded batteries in conjunction with the sale of

Accused Products is itself a clear indication that it believes that U.S. consumers are relatively

more likely to purchase Accused Products with Samsung- or LG-branded batteries, and is itself

probative of actual consumer deception.

269. Complainants also face underselling and lost sales from Spaceboard’s Accused

Products as Spaceboard promotes and sells the Accused Products online and through

amazon.com, as Complainants do. For example, the Spaceboard Accused Products have sold for

$749.95 and $799.95, underselling the comparable lnventist Hovertrax, which ordinarily sell in

the United States for approximately_$l,495. Compare Ex. l7, Gault Declaration 1]32, with

Ex. 155.

270. Respondent Spaceboard’s false advertisement that its Accused Products contain

Samsung- or LG-branded batteries is therefore likely to have the threat or effect of causing lost

sales to Complainants’ U.S. industry, which is the source for the only authorized motorized self

balancing vehicles in the United States. In addition, diminished U.S. consumer demand for

hoverboard products generally, and thereby harm to demand for Hovertrax, by reason of

Respondent Spaceboard’s unfair acts, has the threat or effect of causing substantial injury to

Complainants’ U.S. industry, or preventing its establishment.

14. Swagway

271. Respondent Swagway’s U.S. sales of Accused Products falsely-advertised as

being UL-certified have the threat or effect of causing substantial injury to, or preventing the

establishment of, Complainants’ industry in the United States. See supra, Sec. Vl.B.l-g), Sec.

VIII.Y. Such injury is likely as a consequence of Respondent Swagway’s false advertisement
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that the Accused Products comply with UL standards because U.S. consumers are likely to

conclude, erroneously, that these falsely-advertised Accused Products are safe, by reason of

UL’s reputation as a quality testing organization. This erroneous conclusion is likely to lead U.S.

consumers to purchase Swagway Accused Products instead of Razor or Inventist Hovertrax.

That Respondent Swagway falsely and explicitly advertised UL certification in conjunction with

the sale of Accused Products is itself a clear indication that it believes that U.S. consumers are

relatively more likely to purchase Accused Products with a UL certification, and is itself

probative of actual consumer deception.

272. Complainants also face underselling and lost sales from Swagway’s Accused

Products as Swagway promotes and sells the Accused Products online and in brick-and-mortar

retail stores, as Complainants do. For example, the Swagway Accused Products have sold for

$399.99, underselling the comparable Razor Hovertrax, which ordinarily sell in the United States

for approximately $499-599. Compare Ex. 117, McLean Declaration 1l4, with Ex. 156.

273. Respondent Swagway’s false advertisement that its Accused Products are UL

certified is therefore likely to have the threat or effect of causing lost sales to Complainants’ U.S.

industry, which is the source for the only authorized motorized self-balancing vehicles in the

United States. In addition diminished U.S. consumer demand for hoverboard products generally,

and thereby harm to demand for Hovertrax, by reason of Respondent Swagway’s unfair acts, has

the threat or effect of causing substantial injury to Complainants‘ U.S. industry, or preventing its

establishment.

15. Twizzle

274. Respondent Twizzle’s U.S. sales of Accused Products falsely-advertised as

containing branded Samsung or LG batteries have the threat or effect of causing substantial

injury to, or preventing the establishment of, Complainants’ industry in the United States. See
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supra, Sec. Vl.B.2.k), Sec. VIII.Z. Such injury is likely as a consequence of Respondent

Twizzle’s false advertisement that the Accused Products contain branded Samsung or LG

batteries because U.S. consumers are likely to conclude, erroneously, that these falsely

advertised Accused Products are safe, by reason of Samsung’s and/or LG’s reputation for quality

and safety. This erroneous conclusion is likely to lead U.S. consumers to purchase Twizzle

Accused Products instead of Razor or lnventist Hovertrax. That Respondent Twizzle falsely and

explicitly advertised Samsung- and/or LG-branded batteries in conjunction with the sale of
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more likely to purchase Accused Products with Samsung- or LG-branded batteries, and is itself

probative of actual consumer deception.

275. Complainants also face underselling and lost sales from Twizzle’s Accused

Products as Twizzle promotes and sells the Accused Products online and through amazon.com,

as Complainants do. For example, the Twizzle Accused Products have sold for $359.99 and

$399.99, undersclling the comparable Razor Hovertrax, which ordinarily sell in the United States

for approximately $499-599. Compare Ex. l7, Gault Declaration 1l34, with Ex. 156.

276. Respondent Twizzle’s false advertisement that its Accused Products contain

Samsung- or LG-branded batteries is therefore likely to have the threat or effect of causing lost

sales to Complainants’ U.S. industry, which is the source for the only authorized motorized self

balancing vehicles in the United States. In addition, diminished U.S. consumer demand for

hoverboard products generally, and thereby harm to demand for Hovertrax, by reason of

Respondent Twizzle’s unfair acts, has the threat or effect of causing substantial injury to

Complainants’ U.S. industry, or preventing its establishment.
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XII. GENERAL EXCLUSION ORDER

277. Should the ITC find a violation of Section 337, a general exclusion order

(“GEO”) directed to certain motorized self-balancing vehicles that violate Section 337 is

necessary and appropriate to prevent circumvention of an LEO directed to Respondents and/or to

remedy a pattem of violation of Section 337 where it is difficult to identify the source of

Accused Products. l9 U.S.C. § l337(d)(2).

278. As discussed in Sections XI, supra, unfair methods of competition and unfair acts

in the importation of articles into the United States, as well as the sale of such articles by

Respondents and other entities, have the threat or effect of causing substantial injury to

Complainants’ industry in the United States, or preventing the establishment of such an industry.

As a result, a GEO is necessary to protect the domestic industry from the further injury due to

circumvention of an LEO and/or to remedy a pattem of violation of Section 337.

279. The facts as alleged in this Complaint and likely to be revealed through discovery

demonstrate, with respect to motorized self-balancing vehicles several grounds for the issuance

of a GEO, such as: high demand in the United States, a quickly-established market, a large and

established distribution system, interchangeability of foreign manufacturers, large foreign

manufacturing capacity, and a propensity and ability of foreign suppliers to change company

names and corporate forms in attempt to evade enforcement efforts. Representative public

information relevant to these facts is described in more detail below.

A. Characteristics of the U.S. Market for
Accused Products Weigh in Favor of a GEO

280. There exists high demand and a Well-established and extensive distribution

system for motorized self-balancing vehicles in the United States. That distribution system

includes sporting goods stores, home electronics stores, specialty stores, and an extensive
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lntemet-based sales and distribution networks. See Section VIII, supra. One indicator of the

high demand for motorized self-balancing vehicles is the large number of Respondents selling

and promoting Accused Products. See Section VI, supra. Indeed, infringement of the ‘278

patent and the conduct of unfair acts in connection with the advertising and sale of motorized

self-balancing vehicles continues to grow, notwithstanding Complainants’ diligent and ongoing

efforts to enforce their rights.

281. Additionally, at the 2015 Consumer Electronics Show (“CES”) held in Las Vegas

on January 6-9, 2015, Complainant Razor identified more than fifteen companies promoting and

selling motorized self-balancing vehicles that, on infomiation and belief, violate Section 337.

Ex. 59 Chen Decl. 114. All of the motorized self-balancing vehicles purported to be

manufactured outside the United States, mostly from China. Exhibitors at the show were present

in Las Vegas for only a few days, during which time, on information and belief, they took orders

for motorized self-balancing vehicles that are the subject of one or more unfair acts, including,

but not limited to, infringement of the ‘278 patent, many of which will be bound for the United

States. Exhibit I45 shows representative images of the motorized self-balancing vehicles and

brochures for motorized self-balancing vehicles, which were being promoted at different

exhibitors’ booths throughout the CES trade show.

282. Another indicator of the high demand for motorized self-balancing vehicles is the

large number of shipments entering the United States which, on information and belief, are

carrying motorized self-balancing vehicles. Utilizing the searchable global trade data service

Panjiva.com, Complainants have identified over 950 shipments since the beginning of 2015

which have entered the United States carrying motorized self-balancing vehicles. Ex. 157.
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283. The Panjiva service aggregates data obtained from third party sources, including

departments of customs for various countries. Ex. 158. For shipments entering the United

States, the shipment information is obtained from United States Customs and Border Protection

via the Automated Manifest System (AMS) by requests made under the Freedom of Information

Act. Ex. 159. The data available via the Panjiva sen/ice includes information obtained from the

bills of lading for each shipment entering the United States. Ex. 159. Complainants identified

the over 950 shipments which have entered the United States by searching the Panjiva service for

shipment information which include the various names and keywords commonly associated with

the motorized self-balancing vehicles, including: “hoverboard,” “self-balancing scooter,” “smart

balancing scooter,” “self-balance wheel,” “smart balance wheel,” and variations of thereof. See

Ex. 157.

284. The over 950 shipments which have entered the United States since the beginning

of 2015 have involved over 550 unique foreign shipping entities and over 600 unique consignee

entities located in the United States. Ex. 157. As an example, one of the most active consignee

entities in the United States involved in the importation of motorized self-balancing vehicles has

been RQ Trading, Inc. (“RQ Trading”) located in La Puente, California. RQ Trading was

incorporated in the state of California on February 10, 2015. Since the beginning of 2015, based

on information and belief, RQ Trading has received at least 22 shipments carrying motorized

self-balancing scooters. Ex. 157.

285. Similarly, a November 27, 2015, article by online magazine BuzzFeed reported

that, “According to Alyssa Steele, divisional merchandising manager at Alibaba, the site

currently has about 10,000 listings for hoverboards; in the first two weeks of November, one was

being sold there about once every two minutes.” Ex. 126.
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B. There are Many Sources of Accused Products

286. On information and belief, manufacturers of motorized self-balancing vehicles are

largely interchangeable and many manufacturers appear to supply multiple distributors, retailers

or re-sellers. For example, the motorized self-balancing vehicles offered for sale and sold by

Respondent Genius Technologies appear identical to those offered for sale and sold by

Respondents Joy Hoverboard and Shareconn. Compare e.g., Ex. 160, with Ex. 161, and Ex. 162.

287. As another example, RQ Trading, discussed above, received 22 of its shipments

carrying motorized self-balancing scooters from at least 3 different shipping entities, including:

Shenzhen Realtime M&C C0., Ltd.; Shenzhen Ruiqiu Technology; and Shenzhen Fenda

Technology Co., Ltd. See Ex. 163. In fact, RQ Trading has in the past received multiple

shipments of motorized self-balancing vehicles from different shipping entities on the Same day.

On information and belief, on December 29, 2015, RQ Trading received a shipment of 1534

units described as “LED LIGHT SMART BALANCE SCOOTER WHEEL” from Shenzhen

Quiqiu Tech Development Co. Ltd., and on the same day on December 29, 2015, RQ Trading

also received a shipment of 615 units described as “SMART BALANCE WHEEL” from

Shenzhen Fenda Technology Co., Ltd. See Exs. 164; 165.

288. On information and belief, RQ Trading again received at least two shipments

from two different shippers on January 20, 2016. On that date, RQ Trading received a shipment

of 1231 units described as “SMART BALANCE SCOOTER” from Shenzhen Realtime M&C

Co., Ltd., and on the same day on January 20, 2016 RQ Trading also received a shipment of 564

units described as “SMART BALANCE WHEEL” from Shenzhen Fenda Technology Co., Ltd.

See Exs. 166; 167.
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289. On information and belief, several other consignee entities have received multiple

shipments of motorized self-balancing vehicles from different shipping entities, some similarly

on the same day, and the above discussion of RQ Trading is included only by way of example.

See Ex. 157.

290. Furthermore, many of the foreign shipping entities have exported shipments to

various and distinct consignces located in the United States, further emphasizing that

manufacturers of motorized self-balancing vehicles are largely interchangeable and many

manufacturers appear to supply multiple distributors, retailers or re-sellers. See Ex. 157. For

example, based on information and belief, the Chinese shipping entity Shenzhen Fenda

Technology Co., Ltd., discussed above as having exported shipments to RQ Trading, has also

exported shipments to at least ll other consignee entities located in the United States, with each

shipment having hundreds of motorized self-balancing vehicles. Ex. 168. The goods contained

in these shipments were described as “BALANCE SCOOTER,” “SMART BALANCE

WHEEL,” “SELF BALANCE SCOOTER,” “HOVERBOARD,” “BALANCING ELECTRIC

SCOOTER,” and variations thereof. Ex. 168.

291. On information and belief, several other foreign shipping entities have exported

numerous shipments of motorized self-balancing vehicles to various and distinct consignee

entities located in the United States, and the above discussion of Shenzhen Fenda Technology

Co., Ltd. is included only by way of example. See Ex. 157.

292. Accordingly, Complainant submits that manufacturers of motorized self

balancing vehicles are largely interchangeable and many manufacturers appear to supply

multiple distributors, retailers or re-sellers.
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293. Moreover, the sudden and explosive appearance of manufacturers in China

capable of quickly mass-manufacturing motorized self-balancing vehicles is well documented.

Noting that “[t]he Chinese manufacturing industry moves so quickly and with so little

documentation,” Wired Magazine described many of the difficulties in identifying the

manufacturers or sources of mass-manufactured motorized self-balancing vehicles, naming many

of the Respondents listed in this Complaint. See Ex. 169. Similarly, BuzzFeed reports that

“Shenzhen is also, and only very recently, the hoverboard manufacturing capital of the world. . . .

hundreds of factories churn out much of the world’s supply of the boards, which are then

shipped, rebranded, and sold around the globe.” Ex. 126. Further, there may be “at least 1,000

factories in the Shenzhen area making hoverboards. . . . that’s more than two new factories a day

since the release of the Chic Smart, thought to be the first mass-market hoverboard.” Id.

294. The sharp increase of shipments during 2015 is further indicative of the

capabilities of foreign manufacturers and shippers of manufacturing and exporting motorized

self-balancing vehicles into the United States. Combining all relevant shipment data identified

using the Panjiva service, 2l total shipments were imported in August 2015, 51 total shipments

were imported in September 2015, and 88 total shipments were imported in October 2015. Ex.

170. Thereafter, the number of shipments imported into the United States exploded in November
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December 2015. Ex. 170. Of the shipments from May 2015 to December 2015, 87.1% were

exported from a port located in China (630 out of 723) and 98.0% were exported from a port

located in either China or Hong Kong (709 out of 723). Ex. 171.
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C. Identifying the Source of Accused Products is Difficult

295. Due to the number of manufacturers, suppliers, importers, distributors,

consignees, sellers and re-sellers (both online and in brick-and-mortar stores), warehouses, and

other entities involved in the sale and importation of Accused Products, it is difficult to

C.i6t6I’I1'lil16the source of imported motorized self-balancing vehicles. Many foreign

manufacturers and sellers of motorized self-balancing vehicles appear to do business under

multiple names, corporate forms, and/or websites, and through different subsidiaries, importers,

or distributors, import motorized self-balancing vehicles into the United States. See e.g., supra

W 18, 23, 33, 39, 54. In addition, many companies offer motorized self-balancing vehicles for

sale and importation into the United States on the Intemet. Many companies avail themselves of

the ease of listing products for sale through Respondents Alibaba’s website. See e.g., Ex. 73

(showing number of results).

296. Many sources of Accused Products, e.g., manufacturers, sellers, importers, and

online retailers, quickly appear and disappear after selling for importation or after importation

into the United States large volumes of motorized self-balancing vehicles. For example,

Complainants attempted to purchase Accused Products from Yooliked Services Limited and

Respondent Alibaba’s selling-members Shenzhen Jingweiya Technology Co. Ltd. and Shenzhen

Yiyate Technology Co., Ltd. based on information on that these sellers had previously sold many

Accused Products. See Exs. l72; 173; 174. Yooliked Services Limited was identified by the

CPSC as being under investigation as a source of Accused Products, however, when contacted,

Yooliked Services Limited claimed to no longer sell the Accused Products. See Exs. 152; 172 at

1. Complainants obtained a U.S. Customs Record showing that Respondent Alibaba’s selling

member Shenzhen Yiyate Technology Co., Ltd. had imported 500 “CTN” (presumably, cartons)

of self-balancing scooters into the United States, but Shenzhen Yiyate Technology Co., Ltd.
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canceled Complainants’ order for the same Accused Products. Exs. 174 at 3-4; 175. Likewise,

after rounds of correspondence with Shenzhen Jingweiya Technology Co. Ltd. regarding product

inquiries, Shenzhen Jingweiya Technology Co. Ltd. ceased communications and failed to

respond to several messages about product acquisition. See Exs. 174; l76.

297. Additionally, many companies offer deep discounts through quick “fire” sales,

large production volumes, and short tumaround times (under a week in some cases) —offering to

sell and ship motorized self-balancing vehicles to retailers, distributors, and directly to

consumers in the United States. See e.g., Ex. 177. While Complainants have acquired Accused

Products sold in “fire” sales, many companies offering such sales, including Respondents Joy

Hoverboard and Twizzle, provide insufficient information to determine their primary business

location or the manufacturer of their Accused Products. See e.g., Exs. 36; 69; 177; 178.

298. Furthermore, on information and belief, some shipping and consignee entities

may take efforts to conceal some of all of their importation of motorized self-balancing vehicles

into the United States in an attempt to evade enforcement efforts, making it even more difficult

to determine the source of imported motorized self-balancing vehicles. As an example, RQ

Trading, discussed above, has received several shipments believed to have included significant

numbers of motorized self-balancing vehicles, while omitting any description or reference to

“smart balance scooter," “smart balance wheel,” “smart balance scooter wheel,” or similar

description of the shipment commodities.
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299. For example, for a shipment received on November 5, 2015, the bill of lading

described the commodities as including “BACKPACK,” “LED LAMPS,” “BIRD WATCHING

INSTRUMENT,” “NI-CD BATTERY,” “LI—IONBATTERY,” “NI-MH BATTERY,” and

“POWER ADAPT.” Ex. 179. No reference to motorized self-balancing vehicles was included

in the description of commodities on the bill of lading. Ex. 179.

300. Instead the bill of lading information for the November 5“‘shipment includes a

reference to “SMART BALANCE WHEEL” only in the “Marks Description” information

section of the bill of lading, which is typically reserved for description of trademarks or other

source identification information affixed to or associated with the shipped goods. Ex. 179. The

November 5“ shipment included 907 units weighing an average of 29.1 pounds. For reference,

the weight of motorized self-balancing vehicles listed or shipped by Respondents ranges between

26 to 33 pounds. See e.g., Exs. 16; I9; 22; 25; 41; 50; 52; 64.

301. The imposition of a GEO is therefore necessary both to remedy the injury

Complainants are currently experiencing and to protect Complainants from the threat of

substantial injury from unfairly traded imports of motorized self-balancing vehicles.

XIII. REQUEST FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, Complainants Razor and Inventist respectfully requests that the United

States International Trade Commission:

A. Institute an immediate investigation pursuant to Section 337(a)(1)(A) of the Tariff

Act of 1930, as amended, I9 U.S.C. § 1337, into the violation by Respondents of Section 337

arising from the importation into the United States, and/or sale for importation and/or sale within

the United States after importation, of Respondents’ motorized self-balancing vehicles that are

the subject of unfair methods of competition;
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B. Institute an immediate investigation pursuant to Section 337(b)(l) of the Tariff

Act of 1930, as amended, 19 U.S.C. § 1337, into the violation by Respondents of Section 337

arising from the importation into the United States, and/or sale for importation and/or sale within

the United States after importation, of Respondents’ motorized self-balancing vehicles that

infringe the ‘278 patent;

C. Schedule and conduct a hearing pursuant to Section 337(0), for purposes of

receiving evidence and hearing argument conceming whether there has been a violation of

Section 337, and following the hearing, to determine that there has been a violation of Section

337;

D. Issue a general exclusion order forbidding entry into the United States of

motorized self-balancing vehicles that infringe the ‘278 patent and/or are the subject of unfair

methods of competition;

Altematively, issue a limited exclusion order forbidding entry into the United States of

motorized self-balancing vehicles imported, sold for importation, or sold after importation by

Respondents that infringe the ‘278 patent and/or engage in unfair methods of competition;

E. Issue a permanent cease and desist order, pursuant to Section 337(f), directing

Respondents to cease and desist from the importation, sale, offer for sale, marketing, advertising,

packaging, inventorying, distribution, transfer, or solicitation of any sale by Respondents of

motorized self-balancing vehicles, that infringe the ‘278 patent and/or are the subject of unfair

methods of competition; and
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Grant all such other and further relief as it deems appropriate under the law, based

upon the facts complained of herein and as determined by the investigation.

Dated: March 21, 2016 Respectfully submitted,
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